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ii. 
f'rtEFACE 
The work presented in this thesis was carried 
out at the Department of Lathen;atics, University of 
Durhar:: in the period from October 19 to June 19 
under the supervision of Dr. D.B. Fairlie. 
The author Gratefully ackno\·Jledr;et.: his indebtedness 
to Dr. Fairlie for his continued cuidance and encourage-
lHent as \.'Jell as the introciuction to the subject itself. 
He has also consented that the caterial in the parers 
written by hiffi in corraboration with the present author 
r::ay be u.sed in this thesis. The author 1 s thanks are 
also ~ue to his colleagues in particular to Dr. h. Ahmed 
anO. Grc'.haJ.. Ross for stimulating diacussions. 
Oi·iinb to the cot!pD.l"&.tive complication of the 
matheuatics involved, it v-1as thout;ht a~·l~ropriate to 
include a fairly comprehensive (escription of the 
e;ene1·al frame\-.Jorl: of the Gubject. The quotations from 
the other authors are ex;licitly indicated in the text. 
Otherwise, the work is ~ased essentially on two papers 
by Dr. Fairlie and the author and a pafer by the author 
himself as well as some unpublished works carried out 
by the author. 
Chapter I incorJorates those works done by Dr. 
Fairlie and the author but also reviews the important 
iii. 
works of other authors. i.o claim of oricinality is 
made un Chapter 2, whic~ is necessary only to explain 
the basic idea of the subject. Chapter 3, Chapter 4 
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AoS'l'RAC'l' 
We describe the non linear realizations of chiral 
sym1 .. etry group and study some of its ir.1plic.c·,tions 
in elementary particle phyoics. In Chapter 1, the 
basic concepts of non line~r realization techniques 
are introduce~ bl the way of reviewinb the Dpecial 
case o:..' the chirc:J. SU(2 ):~su (2) group. 
In Chc.~:.ter 2 the ~eneral formaliSL· for chire.l 
SU('h. )xSU('tl.) is developed. This part is \·Jholl;y dependent 
on the work by Cole~an, Wess and Zumino. 
In Chapter 3 the method is beneralized for local 
chiral invariance to describe the non-linear cauge 
fields. 
The Chapter 4 illustrutes the uce of non linear 
realization techniques in conjunction with the 
phenomeuolo._,ical lasrani;ian. 'l'his chapter i:3 
introductory to the final Chapter, 5, in which we 
have a ... tempted. to uE:e the phenomenoloLical la~ra.nc;ian 
\lith non liHear rcalize.t on of chirctl SlJ(:;/)xSU(j) to 
calculate some lo\v enerc;y hadronic reactiow.;. As an 
it!~port[m t at~<li tion, a description of Lrokcn chiral 
SU(3)xSU(3)' is ._;iven. 'l'his follov.1s the ceneral 2chce1e 
put for\·iard by Gell-Lann, Cakes and Renner. 
CHAP'l'ER 1 
Non-linear realization of chiral SU(2)xSU(2) 
s1 Eon-linear realization \·<lith phenoi .• enological 
Lagrangian 
1 • 
'l'he 11 non-linear realization11 ap_f..roaclt to chiral 
sym;:.:etry has received 1r:uch attention recently. ':!einberg( 1 ) 
was the first to realise that the results of current 
algegra techni~ues which have been so successful 
in e:;;::!__,J.ainint, several features of elementar;) particle 
physics can be reproduced very si~yly by considering 
the u::;ual chiral (SU(2)) sym1..:etry as a dynamical 
symmetry of a gause-type rather than a conventional 
algebraic symnietry I-ii th a linear representation theory. 
Ey implementint; thi.s way of 11 realizinf,n chiral symmetry 
in a simple fiel~ theoretical model, not only the 
o.urrent algebra resultG ~:~ay be obtained viith 1r.uch less 
labour but also we seem to ~et more insiBht into the 
physicG we are tryin& to untierstand. 
\·Jeinberg' s technique::; have been quickly cievelo11ed 
c~ 7 4 c 6 7 ~ 9) by a nuober of authors L,J, '~' ' ,u, anci now there 
are seen to be :Lairly siiTI})le ruler:> to construct a 11 chiral 
invariant 11 models :or u v-lide r.::.nc;e of r.hysical ~:;ituation. 
2. 
This &lso include~ a prescription of how to break the 
It i5 still very ciifficult to see if we can 
establish t~e3e techniqueu aG bein~ base6 on the 
ortho~o:: field theory. Althouch there io considerable 
.r:·r -t( 1u,·t 1 ) t· -· ·1·' tl ·· .,. 1- • ~ • t e~ or o e~~ao 1sn 1em a~ b-C, oy, Ior 1ns ance, 
sta6.yins the possible renormalizabili ty cf ce1··tain 
La0 rangian fiell:. theor:, connected to thelll, ti:c 
co1:::;~lete .succe;,s in this C.irection is not yet cert<~in. 
In this thesis, the ~iscuosion is confined 
s~rictl~ to the phenonenological side of these techniques, 
that is to ~ay, the Gystematic construction of certain 
fairly simple cl.ynamicc-...1 model Vii th a "Lat;ranc-;ian", which, 
in turn, will be conGidered merely as a ~ay to calculate 
l;hysical ..;,-r.•ai:.ri:~ elerr.ents. This la.st staten.ent means 
that I use this 11 Lacra.ngian" to c:c.J.culate ordinary 
cla::,s ol" Feynman L;raphs \·:hich are obviously calculable 
(non c·,iver·._;ent). These are the ;""raJ..·hs i•!ithout internal 
loops (so c&lle~ tree gr~~h~) and thus, strictly speaking, 
theGe techniques cannot be considerA~ even as a 
pertur-bv.tion a~.l:ro:;d1.ation to quantue~ fiel•~ theory at 
3-
. {3a) . . 
.;:,Ch\•nn"'er 1.n h1.s l•:orL of non-linear realiza-
tion techniques has SUL~ested the ~ossibility of a new 
phenOJ,·,ei:.ological theory 11 of elementu.ry-:t!article ~~hysics 
v<hich 1vould give the >hysical ba.sis for the d.isree;ard 
of various field theoretical difficulties in such a 
techr.ique. fl_J.thour;h I do not Ciiscu.~;s the •. hilosophy 
of 3chwinLer here hi3 wa~ of 'evelo~in~ the non-linear 
realiz.:;:. tior• techn:i.queG offers the convenient .starting 
§2 Sch.,.Jing-er 1 ::; noE-·linea_l~ realiz:.:..tion of chiral ~~ 
In this §, we follow and expand the aRalysis of 
chiral 8U(2)::SU(2) sy, .. :..~etry of }L -nucleo!1 sL ster.-!s found 
. " 3 (~,12) 1.n rererence n • 
The low energy ~io~-~ucleon systeru can be ~escribed 
by the following phenomenolotical La~rangian( 2a). 
ot·-= i Gr Tl ~"" fT - -i f"i .:E "& 
+y-(;:.J-~~)w 
- f ~ r.,. (r T. tat !! rn 
-lt tit' ~ <.} (1!4 d IJ!.) ( 1 .1) 
l; . • 
~nu f i·Jc-.:·:L. 7C -•. ..;ca ... tcri .• L le .• th (ul:c:. cc.<.lc-..tlate~~ 
::;..._ i.. :i."otc..tio~ .... 
r· .... r:• - l r- • ...., • ·- ~ .. - --. -o· -,,... '""1 1' cl,_ . .L . . . . . , ~u c..1. • ..:,0 .LZ ... v ..... r..L.,h ... 1"' 1.-L.!."-C.CJ. ,.J.,t" ~Jc..·.t:.l_e 
(1.C:a) 
( .... -,· ) I .t:. u 




ore u::;::.;a; e( to be 
(1.~b anu 
unu i.e i11:JtL. -~hr t tr.ere the conve:ttion.: l 
tiOi" of l.uclco.:1 ~ield: uncl.Lr tllc citira.l ~,rot:_ l::.,.J_; ~Jcen 
.... a . ..i.U' iver.; .:..,1.-1, J .l; 
io.~ ... . , .. :..J.e..Lu.::: 
:::crtic1i:c~ ct ,-roc.t:.ct .Su(.:.: )::':2 7 • 
5-
.Scl1\·ii •. '-;er furtl1er observ<:::_ th~'t if he. replf.ce the 
11 tran.slation 11 ( '1 .;;a) b;;· the Hon liHear trausforuation 
( 1 .1+) 
then i.Joth ~lUC leo::;_ and Iii on ·i;ransfol'T:l~- t ionr-; ener:=:. t e 
the ~rou1 SU(2)xSU(2). 
The Lencrator& of the transformation (1.3b) and 
(1.4) are the o~erator~ containin~ the 0ifferentiction 
with respect to ~ion fields II. 
\ie i:1a;y ·;.rite ('1.2a), (1.2b), (1.::;b) and (1.4) in 
or-erator fern, as 
1I ~ 11 + c ~ r;. . I) -rr 
~ ' y;>-t- l~i'j , ~1) ~ ---, 
'lT ~ IT +(t~~ 'C..T) tr 
- -
t} _,.. ~+(~ ft . (J/) "LP 
i·Jith 
I j ( 1 -5) 
( 1 .C) 




.~L,;tof;w_ 8.nd nlso :;~or the: c<?.~,.e of 
sim~licity, we have u~ed the infinitesimal parumeter 
of chiral trans.~ oriliations b~::?)·Jt /0 
It i~ eas~ to show, b) ~irect cot~ut~tion, that 
i11 adc.ition to the far:.iliar iso-spin alLebra 
(1o10c) 
'.i.'he s;;une chir·al SU(2)xSU(2) algebra holds for G. 1 and 
J. 
I 1 ( Ir1 shm-1inL this, i·:e should reL•eui)er t},,d; the i 0 
~ucleon tranafdrmations (1o2b) and (1o3b) are written 
in tel'l:l of contra! .radient component E. of a vee tor) • 
'.i.'hc non-linear transfdrma tion ( 1 o4) can be re:;<:u~d.ed 
as a sirn~le ueneralization of the tr&nslation (1o3a) 
iH '.;he ~ enGe th<.·.t it is <:'.. sul::grou:t:- of confor!:.al 
transfor1 .. at:i.ons in 3-t .. ir.:er .. t:ion<:.l euclit•io..n c; ucc o 
(1o~), (1o)b) and (1o4) with chiral SU(2)xSU(2) 
type alue·~:l'o. ( 1.11a ,u, c) e:Tre.s~:; the t~, rc of non-line;:r 
r~alization ~f cl1iral ~ro~~ firEt atudie~ by Weinberg 
an6 Schwin~er. Now it will be ihl cdiately observed 
that the la~ranbian (1o1) iG not strictly invariant 
7-
under these transformations. ~ut before tryinc to 
Lenen:.li:;;e ( 1 .1) to "chiral invc.::riant 11 fori::, it is 
nlore convenient to ~::tud;y son1e ii!a.tr:e;:.a tical consequences 
of the:=c non-linear transforJ.c::.tion::J. 
§3 ~he relation withcchiral 4-vector 
The expre~sion of lenerators of the c~iral 
~u(;.:):~SU(2) ...;rou:~ (1.6) and (1.E.) car. 0e used i·;hen 
the ~ro·J.j_: ic rcalize:tl aG a transformation ... r01..p over 
the field of arbitr~ry ~olynomial or analytical 
functioH of(7i- ).l . Out of ther.;e polynomials, the 
._, .,0:..( 
conLtruction of actu.:.- l 1·er.resentation (linear) of 
chiral bU(2)xSU(2) ~ro~~ may be attempted. That we 
cannot bet an arbitrary iueducible representation of 
chiral SU(2)xSU(2) group can be seen by con~uting the 
operator product f G and G I. 
I wet froG (1.6) and (1.9) 
1~ C.1 j -= C- if:.~ 7is fut) ( _2:.~) ( ~j r ( 1-A z.ff").+zt'lij 1ir )4 
"" h1.) bst Tt, { (~i r !-Z\' J 1ft. ;-, 2) ' ( ~; t'lif -t Str Ti;~ 
-t f $; j r {I- )1 r; tJ +'217i; "r )~l1p} 
~ . 
. '· 
.I. g : . ( ~) ~ :s-t Tir { (- l,.l r)lTf*~ +- ('2), & )Ti~~ 
+ ( 1- )l.1i l) ;=1fd ~1i. + 2~11i~ 7i, ~ 7. ., } 
v IH ilc. d tit" 11f 
w::O 
.:iimilarly I Get 
I G = C I = 0 implies (I + G) 2 = (I - G) 2 i.e. in 
0 u. 
constructint; the re1:rer::entation of chiral SU(2)~:SU(;_) 
, 
out of analytical functi01·. of 71 p, then any such 
repre&entation contain3 the irreducibl~ com~onents of 
type ( 'ftt/z , YJ,/2. ) n,; intei_;er onl:,-. (I ±'ollovJ the 
usual notntion for irrcciucible re~resentntions of 
chiral ~il(2)xSU(2) by writing it as (J 1 ,J2 )). 
This condition is also a sufficient one and any 
arhi trary repre:::;entf,_tioH of form (J 1 , J- 2 ) \'lith J .1=J 2 
may be conctructed. To see this, it io sufficient 
to e~plicitly construct the lowest Ci,{> representation. 
This is the so-called 4-vector representation and 
I be constructed as a function of TI ~ . 
'f-




v-;hich under· the tr.:msforJ,.ation of7f ,4defineC: above 
(1.2a and 1.4) transform as chiral 4-vector. (Or 
9. 
vector in 4 dil:iensic..nal eucliO.ian \ space). 'l'he tro.nsforma-
tion of ~; ~uncier i::::o-spi11 rotatioH ( 1.2a) i.s obvious 
and the forlils of G e.nd F' should be chosen so that under 
the cl:iral part oi the trans:fon:ation ( 1 .L~) ~4. and ¢,; 
trc:'(nsform lil~e 
~ ~1 = rot.~ 
~ ¢i =-·-1~. S'o(i ( 1 .12) 
u sint, < 1 .4) ~ 1f, = faj (Sji. (1- r 1P)-+ 2~1 "' 11j) -h_ in ( 1 .11; 
l.H.S. of (1.1~) becomes 
s 4>4-: QCf 1( 1-~7 11"').., .[~ /2A.. 
b ~l -= ~ F1( I+Az 711) 1l · (,) 1T:/2'.. 
-t F((I-A~7T'{~l +2A 1 1f· [~ .]i:.)/2}. 
\·I here 
~o thbt (1.1~) becornee 
or 
2Cf I c t+;.. 'l rrJ -n . t"' 1 2/t == - F .n·i:i 
C 2FJ( 1-1- ~ z rrz) -+-2~ 1 F JJl· { J. 7!~ /z;.. 
-+.F ( 1- ;,'l n z J Jd: /z;A. == ·- cr [oic: 
f=' ~ - 2(7 1 { 1-+Az TTl )/21 
~- ~7 F /. U+-A "Z-rrl) 
Cr -= --' F · { t-,fl" 1 > ~ (1.13) 
10 • 
. -.olutioa -.. ~1::.cL :.c:... r.:. . .:_u ... o.l' ~,.t 
(1.1'+) 
~~c 4-vec~or coi· on~ntE 
l'.L :::·u1· t:.e <.crbi'i:.rc..ry co~1stc.. •• t u, ·.:e choo~;c it GO that 
'l'hc~;, a = 1 au~ the con::;trair.t 
equution L;; ~!O\·: 
(1.15) 
r,.!. ,, ., ... ,. C' 1 . u· 'n .. ,... ··-r·-·· t -~·· ·'· .. , I~ 71 ~::~• -.lll..L ...,~;z.::: __ o e ..... u ......... ~ --~~~-~1..e C.L 2. at.~o..::. _o_·-=· 
fields; Lineari~ction Et nucleon fieldu 
'l'l:t: ~-it~::,;lici t;y of v.uin.. ( lir.car) re!_n'eEentc.tion 
ic thu'i:. ·,;," CC::il <!l\!a~·& rormc:;.l1:J <.ntc~·ra1:e the t~ifferential 
of the non-lillc.:.: .. r tr<:.nt;forHc:..tion of ]1 fielc~.:., 1·1e can 
11 • 
J 
derive anuseful j_ arameterizc~tion of Ti lb \·lith the aid 
or (~,i) re~resentation constructe~ aGave. 
'I'he sin:.plest \·lay to ex1Jr·e.~.s the linear transforma-
tion belonginG to the 4-vcctor or (~,~) repr~sentution 
of i::;o ocalor - iso vector "Pair ( A. 1' ,_ 
- 'f(;l ~ =-· 
the 2xC: matrix 
d1ere (CJ;· ). J are Pauli t!!atric:es. 
-... , " 
;l'hen tLc c~l.raJ. tra.nsforrll.ation Gene!'atet:. by the 
( 2 i~) 
infinitesimal forms (1.4) through (1.12) is ' 
M ( 4>) --7 H t# J ~ e'+· ~ H r p Je :..f.-!! · 
(1.16) 
.,~ ).. ¢ beiHt, the 'cra.llsform of r by an ele1:1e11t of the chiral 




to iso-spin part of the group, we have the 
M c f) ---7 Mltp') = e:_f!- H t,P) e-·'{-.J 
of orisinal7J: 1_~ • H (tp) is (from ( 1 .14) \·Ji th 
I I-.A'27ft. 
M - M I+A2 r;t 
• l-~1nl-+2A!!·I 






N t,PJ-= Mfn) I c-2~ t+tA.!r<r r-~..-~1L·I 
(1.17) 
and (1.17) can be taken as an inteGrated for~ of 
( L . (1.4). ~; 
12. 
t+~ ~J!: ·'I 
1-C: ~]>:! 
~-----
~:E.tJJ t+I)I!·I ·.:;~ (1.1F) 
=e7- .e~'7- ~ 
l-l).I!1Z' ·J-iA1T·I.. 
These relations with line~r rerreucntation automatically 
~uarantee the consistency of the original non-linear 
transfor~atioL as a croup operation. 
\·!hen the intebrt1.ted forn. of !Jion field trm~sforma-
,~ 
tiorrs (1.~) are iven 
L. ' 
there is an element of the 
chiral ~_..roup o:f special interest, i.e. \·ie nay lool;: for 
a tral1CfOri;!e.tion Which rCdUCeo rr j_ IS at (';iVeD S::_;aCe 
tirae point :X. to ~~ero. Fv.t tint, the correGJ.-Ondin:; 
1mran1eterf~ of the chiral transformation - }'. (J) ; ,"=1~-Z· 3 
· l1ave(G,g) ~ = 1,,~,:;;, v;e 
or 
1 + i ?..!Jf1J 'I 
I - ~ ~ 11 t:o '!. (1.19) 
(1.19) can be reduced by usins the ~rorerties of Pauli 
r .. a trices 
Cc11 ff• +~ '+·i ~_fJl -
fl' 
and (1.19) reduces to 
13. 
(1.20) 
also, the linear quuntiticc can be expressed in terrn 
of ne\·J parameter 
1-"A"I.if' 
2A L + i\ l. if 1 
1f.: 
( 1 .21) 
The transformation formula (1.17) can be written as 
a tr·ansi"orn:ation anions corresponding parameters 
ei'!~ e:r-1~ e.:~·!l! elT·1 e•IIz~ (1.22) 
/ 
\'ihere ...{ and _j are related. to '!I and. ..I! ; through 
(1.19). 
~l1c ,.:c.tri __ e._i..talit:,~ ( 1.;_e:) cc:-~:~ ~e trt.:.L . .:~~or: .. t.. ... c.. .. ~ 
( e=-~·"1./:J. e·'l·T/z )-i e~l~r./z. 
- ( e- :tt.. '!h. e-: t -x 11 J_,e-~.J'+ /z.. < 1 • ::.:.) 
:. u 
r.;:-..... ri: toe. c·.i:t.. c: ·· 
al< e:·.:-·OilCntiP.:-.. 1"o1·: 
- u ~: e.-i..':l.·'f'/-z. 
illtrov.ttci::-.!..._. c_ ~ ..... u ol· rc~ ... l on 
o( c.nl.. ,3 
. , , _ .. . < (... , s·) I c.:,il • ..r1. ·~.e ~ I.,__.) as 
} (1.2L:-) 
. .. t-~rU~lG:LO:cJ::L'. lOb .. i..J; 1.;eil1. _ _. l·.C:CO!:.~ OCe(. 
ic;o-s __ iL, trc.11~.:;:o:.. .. a.ticn. ....uc!1 a ci.ecu ._;.;osi ·~ior, is 
e. uentialiy ~ni~ue. 
In th-. COli\ e1:'.:;ionr..l trec.t:.:ent ol" chir~,l i;_·_vr.rinnc .· 
the ( , G) 
1icl~- ; ("" 
-'-' 
-- u.~~ i_. ~ ' . ' . r"··--·' "'J ___ ,~/ , - .(.. .. u J. .... • ('to ::-.vail~ 
ti •. e iiltrocucti .. -~-. of u ~ ari t~' cioutlct~. It i. clear 
15. 
that (1.24) can iJc l:rittei1 a::; 
e ~~ .l=fz·(~L".J·q:./J.. r~­
-: e;:.l"f/,·ft e ~-,t1-fz (1.25) 
For an infini tesh1al ::_:,ara~;.eter C"J. .,_, 
e;"{:~lic i tly tlte value of 'f." iH ten!~ of _j. anci ~ • 
... / 
J'ir.st elL.im,tinc .). :r-rom (1.2Li-), and taki!:~. the tcri: 
i.e. fro~ (1.20). 
(1.26) 
Lut (1.2L) i~ precicely the ~ar~meter af~earine in 
(1.3a) 0efini*c the infinitecirnal non-linear tr~ns-
forr:,c:.:cion of llUcleor. fie lei l/Junuer· chiro.l ... :rm.ll) • 
.Su:., l~ose ·ck:.t ;:~n i:::;o-:sj_· inor ~ ( \-lhich i.s also ordinary 
:Uix·ac <:~:j.nor) tranDi'orm:; unl:er c.Yl infir~i tes~.r.:1al 
ele~ent of the chiral _roup accordin~ to (1.3a). 
~~ { 1+-~+/z · (/rnllf!) }lf 
-;::. ( I+ i. 'J.Iz. ·!!} /} ljJ 
16. 
_ .. _ ... -
'·· t.- _,_ ..... It,.. _ i<.:lL ""..,;.. . ' . -· c ~ . .,LI,..J_ ........... & i~O·· 
\ . c L ~- ,. :.· ·-
i.•.nc,er au 
4r -.)- € ;_ :J. ~~ /7 • (r 4J I 
1'\. e (. ~ 11=-/z ( r e "-" ''+ tz c} 
e L. '-~ 1- /2 '( r e ~ J_ /7= h. tr l/J 
e ~ '~ ·'l./l I r ~ 
i.e. <I-~ e:s!/lh 1~"'((-
c :L r/. ·::!:c 1:c:". i.:.ou.r!·.ooc:i. 
oi' .f!"-o '-u 1,.1.2;), --~ c,u cow:;iC.c:..· 
tl.e ::..i •. c:. .::.1· ...... · ... ··'·" cL: """I c.~J ..... .,.~..OJ. • ...... v __ () __ 
.'. J.iL• 
~ ' 
.. u ~-j, .............. JJ t: ~- . .!.' ·;: i c:~' 
oi .. -...~cleo,~ :.'icl .. : c ·---
:.:·au_ .• 
( -' 
i __ v~.l·iuli-~ l..& . .i.'C.~- l:: .. ~. c.::i.'". CG.t:.r:'ci1t c:e:a.·ivL:.-Givcu'""'' 
I r!o'.·.: couc bctc~ to -:: .. t: let~,.._.; .r;,~_;iaJ! ( 1 .1). _.·'i..~ 
J.1o.ve iJet._ :n.: .. <.c:i.-~C::. i~1 A1, ('1.1) i: .. i.ot reall~ .i. .• \ x·i:vt 
1;-, :. ,';.:· i;ic·,;lHJ:, i.1;e c:.e_·i v.::.tive::· .. ::..il.:c dt lJ or 'd; t n:,·cu1·allJ· 
t: . .-~·.lh .. i.'or· ... L1 r the::c cc:.L:~lic<..tt:::l · .. ~·-~·:... n~.L:cr "i:l:e Ilor:-line<.".r 
tl·urwfon .. c.t:i.on~~ e.n• :_·i! _·le i:;o-:~pin ir.variant cov.~:lin,; 
the for;. li~.c ( 1 .1) o .. :: .... r·elcv._,•·-·~ <.~_ j_-ro:.i: D.tion, one 
~.:<:en 0:._lui t t!·. E:: :eel i;ion \: .:. ~L line~X re:. -rc:..;ci.ltatio:;.l."' 
of cl!iruJ. rot.:. ;,..l •• ~-.:.ave. 1~ 
• • I - • a~ .. :.;_liVL'.TJ.C.:1·t,; ..L(..~c._.I"(.;!.JlL l.~.~l L. tc::. -~~ o:L 
om.<.>.ra.. '.i'lnc;_, ~- L1J .:::.lc c:.:u:·c:r.-~ i::v ... ric:.nt ._ eac:;:·;·J i~:-<.'.tion 
. ..... . . .7... .· ... 
[/~ t- ?;jf.- VV1 ~ f1 (f) t 
-+ -~ t?t q,; 0 r fa~ 
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. ·' 
Qr1 J t?rtp" =,_~. (-1-~~~:~:)'+(?r 1 ~\J' 
: (?,- ., ) l 
(!+~L(i,)z 
~~~ = ijAt/-'+ lp(e''HMtpre:nr.rr) + ': . 
= lf'Yr {'or+~ ( e-~¥~·0r eW'~'/1 + e :Ht•ar e-.Hk) 
. 1 '{ ( -41-!f-'1-z.l')}"' ~J.:t/z ,-l'+/21)( -:.J-1-/zJij<f + -or e (f e - e ~ e 
z 
- ... . -· . .. . 
~ ~-/~'i/ + d, (e-=.f.·'+/li{Jre: ~.:r /z ~ e q..:rti gt e-:J..:r/1] 'f 
I , . . 
! • - • .' 
.'f!t~f9~ ~ ( e-LJ..+It;r e~.f. +I:_ e ~ :-1· ~~? r e-:.t·+I~J J c.j.J 
I ·• .. ' 
I •- _,• I 
. L' . . . .. 
. .. . . - .. . .... 
- ".:. ( . 
. (. 
_.......... \ , •- -· • ..L .._ ... •·.L· · .. ~, 
,. 
I o 
,.. . . . 
.. _ .... \1•_-,, ... ,·(. 
f.-~t;+lzer e ... t."''/2 + e'-·f,,-,./z?t e-~~·~/2. 
-= e·-~l·+/z. gt e:;.7:jz -(r;;t e~+'f/1 ~) e-=-J.·r /z.' 
= [ c-~ 'fi1-Ll·-a::~~Wiz.) (Gr.ewfr/?.. V3, v=.;; .~ 20 0 
-h:~.+ 3, )t.~:vv /2 s ... .: ?, l.:r- ~» ) '1 v~-a 1- ,.. (-i... . -
= ( -~ Vli ;~ ) 2 [ -~ ~+ , Q.r ¥ . + J 
\'F 
·c:" 2t:"(~llP.r:i ) .. ·+ ~2{fijz 
n~ 
~-ciE •. tLe l·el~.ticn ~ :U = ~ f:d....(¥/z, the 
la~t 
y;r~ 
= 2b.. '2 (71A ?t· E ) · T 
l-f-A~II 1 
Ci.·.-- ~e \rit·~e~:!. n::; 
lJ; r1 ( ? r-+ , 1 ·z..I! ;1 1'~[ , 7: ) lJ.> 
t + A z 1i''" 
i.<..t .• ':j t 1~:: t i!c -~ c r~· .. 
~ 
Vl-1 [- M t</>) ~ 
obviously reduces to 
C:olie:cti,_._, (1.:;·i, (1.]L:.), (1.::i.5) c..nc~ (1.:;G), 
becor!1e.~j 
£/-= L. (}~~ ..: ~~ q; <f 
. .,._J_ t?tTi()'Tf z 
2 ~ -+ ~ 7 ll'a ) 
- t>"TT 
- A lf' ~) lfs ~ l} 1 t ~ n-·:t 
-A 7. y. tr ~ ~ · .ii 11 )'".!! 
I i-+)\"~7J" 
( 1 .y;) 
(1.36) 
('I .30 ·, 
J 
( 1 -37) 
• c '. • c \;I. ;_·~-'-' .._; ~ ~~ • ;; •I ~ )_ ~- c o: ·.·I. 
1 . r .· -·~-·- • \.. ....... '-·J. ·- ·- ...!..~.~--· 
-'--· .... 
. -.. ·; .. r AlJ ·-·- -· ··-·· c.;:.. __ ,_(.; •. ':.-C..O. .... L' ,tJ ·vr l.:. ... "'\.: J. , .. c l_., •. 
Jl/"' + ?r ~ ~,.!I 
-+ q::( l,f- ""' } ~ 
- ''- rr, 
- A '+' 't (r ]' 't' ";) ..! 
-). '~ r, '!.. ~( 1T Ao r .E. ) 
( 1 .1;. . n; L: ~ .c:: ;;:!cl'L i:.. 1-:o ll.::l.:L tu :·. - ro· i; .c.te 
-~;_e .... c b .. : .::~_tiu folj ~ .-. -~ ~ ~ 
~ 
L. .. ·-
..... _!. "' 
'")' 
'--'-- . 
(1.·1) L ::c..co\.ul·t:l. ·iti.1L1 L.e e.~1-ro~:i1·:.tior·. o::' ('1.>~· 
t = <,~1~ +~q;lf 
+..L Qr.!!: ~r7L -~ 
2. (1-+)t,iTl.) ( 1 --:C) 
·- -
-trr.·~ ·rrYt! tt ?~'!! 
1 + ~ -zrr z 
1r 11-o r-rr 
- -
r:c~O'!C c<! .. : .. L: ii.::J:i .. :...::; -i...hc :.·:.eci.: .. J.. t:c. ns.roj';_ tio:: ro::_-·cr·t:· 
·;Lu:.. ~I'O .... till> ii1VD.:ciC .. llCC of 
n; I . ·-· {., (o:.. 1 • ..:::.;) ,__rol·.~ • tl.e 
i.. lie tk.t 
:..;hou~_l . ·c:..·,.w_fon e:.2.ctl:~· Ji~ . .:: .·tf :.t·_c.li' t::1L.e::.· c: ire.l 
._l'OU... ·.!._ ... e .. a CI':. .... ~.fo::· ..... t::..oi: !'0• i"r·~ic:. CC.ll 'uc, Ol 
ruic (1.C.v) . . ~ . ~::o-.:-:~ 1l!) ~11~ en~ .. .;c 
ll..:..:.l ill•:. teL,· o::.· or(in<-'.l'~' l el'ivc::.tivccQf !f iolllL q t . 
-- , - - • . -" •• '- •• _,.... J. . .· ·-'- • ( r( : 
.L •.·He .•• .!. .. _ l -.C, ....... 1.e.:: . Clu ,(!1 •. , 
Yfl£::- ( 1 .l~C.·) 
\7. <f - (~ + tA1([t11 FJ.~ LV f \;t I+"A~7P l 
theu l1.j:,.'} it: ',::i."i~uC!~~ L'-~ 
£ : qi(~~- .l1 )\f 
,+ 1: "Yr !f. \7r !L 
-t, ~Dr 1'r:! 4-- i7r!. (1.i:C.~ 
-L.. c:. .• 
in terL_ of ther..;c cove_r·ie.Et der·ivc..tive::/:· 'l'o r.tal:e the 
strE•.ie,h t forwarc: 
l \iill. folloH the ;:J.re;ur::ent of Golema~-. :..•.l!l• .. . (t.\) ._, Ui!ll 110 
rather than ori~inal treat~ent oi Weinber~, in 
t ·~-'· I' ·j ~· J.~,.~U J...J -1-' an arbitr~ry ci·iral invariant 
la(,;.r~·~·.l::.L 1.:tn 
oC .. _c ( 1i c:o ~ 11r r. (1J .~ lf-llJ .. 'Pr ~lJJ ) 
should be invariant under the non-linear chiral 
tr~.n::;forrr.ations ~1.1u), (1.14) anO. (1.28). In 
particular, the ~~ec1al transformctiou diccunGed 
for the introci.uction oi the ~ araJiteter ,1 (l )( 1.19) 
should keep c(} invariant since this can be formally 
considered as a chiral tran~:for·Le.tion 1vi th paraJi;eter ~ 
lieing equal to -~U) Hi ti1 nr'.Ji trary but t'iefini te sr,a.ce--
time point x. If this transforl•lD.tion is denoted by d':f. ~ 
as a meuber of chiral c,rou:f! \·Je t;et fror.- ( 1.19) 
(1.43) 
'l'he replacement of o( by oo;J("'J in ( '1.24) r;ivcc r.$.'= 0 
So, for the nucleon field 
( 1.L~4) 
~hus at any Given Hpace-time point x, the invariant 
)..
1 
(-,; tlJ, <dr 7r:{JJ, <.f'CJJ~ Gtlfl.JJ) 
=L ( o) 3lG,JI(JJ/ cj-IJJ.,3-lt~'lJ) 
-==-~ / ( ~ ~ tpr tr flJ J cj· (1; / ~:tq C{rlJ) 
( 1. Lj.5) 
As for the quanti ties J 2.f _- .. one raust remember ;;hat 
the space-time roint x must ~e considered as fixed so 
that the ~ is the chiral trancformation with 
"""X 
constant parameter (not the local chiral tranaform~tion). 
'l'hus 
HOVI 
l- '-~Ad ... "5. Cl t-'t) ).']; 
1·1here the ~;arameter _j./ and q.. /are Liven by the 
matrix equation (1.24) 
e-=Fi~(JJ· "::f /z e±4'U~ Jq:/ ~ er~$~/t elYff{:/z 
To compute the first derivatives, it iG enouwh to 
estil:tate the above relation.:. uo,to firGt or(er in 
26. 
(It is a.ssu.wecl th< t the 11 fielcls 11 JcJ} and lf/.~J can be 
consiC.ered here as sui te:::bly smooth fL:.nction of } ) • 
'l;heh I have 
e -:r f.l..rJ,.'! /z e:rcl (1+-IIJ· !!/z~ ( 1-+ C: ~ • (.tl/ -4/)) 
and , / . jj_ ~( ~+ ~ J ~ lj/l ~ -t-!1: J + ~.. ~ . '?" cpr:r J 
fi rr ·d x rr {:tT~J 0:- ~.} -~ "1' /z. 
But these expre:·sions are just the one.s appearing 
when I have defined cov&riant derivatives. Thus 
lookins bacL at the transition fro~ (1.32) and (1.33) 
to (1.3:.->) and (1.34·), it can be seen ii..lrediatel/ 8 ) 
27. 
. . + -tl~ E 11P,·lf 
1, A l()r t ~ c G' ' -t A 1 n ,_ 
- '7r tf' (1.47) 
(1.48) 
From these ~iGcussions, I can conclude that an arbitrary 
chiral invariant lat,:rant;ian reduces to the forr;, 
(1.49) 
On the other hand, I have just shown thct these 
covariant derivatives transforJi; similarly to an iso-
spin type transformc:.·.tion ( 1 .28) ( I=-~- for 
I 
I=1 for >f ~ ) . Therefore if oL in ( 1.49) is constructed 
in an iso-spin invariant way out of these arguwents, 
then it is already invc..riant unl~er the full chiral 
SU(2)xSU(2). So a seneral rule of constructinh an 
invariant lasrancian i~ the following: ~ake any iso-spin 
invariant lae;rant:;ian \·thicl! ce:z;,end~ on ·q~only through 
its C:.eri vati ves. ('I'he discussion allove, in particular ~?/(1}-=0 
shO\·is that there cc..n be no explicit dependence on']}(JI}· 
'fhi<:; excludes for example, _Ti -JJ;as.s terr.: iil c-~n invariant 
2[. 
fie:tu~ i~;, co:;_·rc.-. ol-cLi"'- cov.:.riant Cte:civativet .• 
·_·,~uc rt.le o.i.' cour.:;c L.:._licr. to the ;_,i::;te .. · .. itt 
.,_.in • 
.::. ) 'varia tione.l ,,~e tlH .. ti 
In the current al~c~ra apyroach tu chiral 
SJ'LL e ~l':J•, it i.:· 'Ghc Yector aile- 2;:~i~l vector currents 
ru:cher tl:.:.-...n the la,_.r<..n;::,ian \Ji-.:.ic£, are o~ cent:cal 
i1:;~ o:;_•te:·.nt:e. 
If the functi· nal ( 1.)~) is t::bcn ::t·..: Q.. fielc"i 
can ·r,e O.erivect throur,h i~oethE:r' G theorer:!. (Gell-l-1ann 
- ,(1L~) J.Jevy J • ·· .• ri·GinL the infini teuil.ial para::1eter·s of local 
iso-s::_.in anc C~lil·al trc..nsforuaticn b~IJiaHd S!f. (A} 
recj_jectivel;}, ti"c UGU.::tl c::,~ ret.sion of vector anC. v.::ial 
vccto1· ct,l'l'ent.s ~~1·-= found • 
}f= . ~£ ·- (1.5G) s~.t j:o 
Ar = s .e I (1.51) 
$ ~-r i ~ 0 
\·;here 
d·r fJ J. f( = Gl f - I . 
29. 
I 
First, let u.s con:::iO.er the systeJL \·:i th Tis • s only. 'Ihe 
invariant terlli corr~BDOndinL to this ia (1.39) is 
. aLii. = 0. 7f 0 i' :rr ,:- z 
2 (t -+ 1. 1 1(" ) (1.52) 
-= -v,~ 'Pr!f. 
'Z. 
'l'hen the variatioic of ~,-..!L. due to the s:t-ace-tin:e 
derivutive oi infinitesimal iso-apin an~ chiral trans-
:forn;ation _L.-ara.meters are frOi~·. (1.2a) and (1.4) 
'l'he suffixes 11 is 11 and 11 ch11 reft::r to local iso-spin and 
chiral transformation respectively. 
'rhus 
30. 
So now (1.50) and (1.51) ~ive 






This is of the for~ considered by Jucawara( 15, 16 >. 
'i'he nucleoli contributio!:,. to the current.;; can be 
derived by using the reGt of lagrangian (1.39). 
With the same notation as above 
(cf 1.28) 
and thus I ~ "2-7Tt te~.Yff=c:.J.(IrA~fi.a/2 ·+ ~~~1 71, Ti/1?-!i-C!/z)~ 
also 
+ ~d fi,w.,. 
·= (: J. 2 Ar J:t- '=t/z ,.;?.'~ ,.l ) Y, ·+-'-t ~ 
;, Ht'Vll'/-)~ l~l~TT' i.f-fiA!!</11! 
-r I J.. le:i:w. 
·+ fi. ~ .... 
Thus the nucleon part of axial current 
J9 / = - £C. f"Til i [ dr e :o 
s:;::- I (I ~, ('7' A il) LV 
l-t ~\"Z· Tf ' T l 
+ -F I J-Al.~t 4--l;lr?./,cL.+ A.'1Jl tfl:;rrt!:11J~·} To 1 I+ A.., (It T l1"il'l1" . 
C1· 6o) 
32. 




It r ~ :f. q; Af ~ r 'I lz 4-








'l'hus C .\/G, can ·ce accounted by Tt-~:- cc"'t<:.c t j_j:,tE:ra~.- tiono 
... v 
ill ( 1 .39) (or rather a:--•proxima te ( 1 .1)) \·Jhich in 
:fact doLinateT( -~~ scatter inc; len~_,ths. 1'hic is 
33. 
eesentiallytthe Adler~;eiEsberLer rel~tion aG huve 
. t . b ·- . b ( 1 ) oeen no ec y \•el.n erb • Further, the ~ionic part 
of .::.~dal cur·rent (1.57) Lives the &.;=ial vector· coupling 




Un the other hand -{Jtn. i.s the coe1"fic ient of derivative 
ty~e Yukawa cou~lin~ in (1.1). Resultin~ nucleon-
1~ole terr:~ in '"f[ -1: .scatter-in~; <:'.llli_-'li tuo.e (i·-iith trce-__,raph 













'l1hi::... i.::. Go l dbe rt;c:r-J.··re in·.a.l1 relation. !"'( • ..,_,:ee-i-i~ ••.,.L!'l"._-r.._--;~.r,;c~ • .;.,·_ ~l"'O"--r.c:.,,.,a~•. 
It hns bec.l! stc\·:H tl1;. t - . ..Lf;.l_.l'L-... !;.{,l.CJ.il (·i.~jC.:) be 
1-1ri tten ill cur·r·ent-current for11. (.Suc:.<:n--Jc.rc. type.!. 
1:-'airlie ( 1:;..' 1-') has shovn1 ti1o.t the •~am{; 
hold::; 1'or the entire 1L -~·. lar:.ra.n~.;ian if certai1: simple 
term~ are udde6 to (1.39). ~he ori~inal ~erivation 
usinL o.irec tly ·i;he c::lll'c: r.;sion ( 1 • 56) , ( 1 • '., '7) , ( 1 • 59) 
and (1.60) involves lenctty &rith~etic, so I shall 
leave the j_jroof until the ne:z.:t cha~-ter 11herc the 
convenient exfre::;sion for the current is obtained first. 
Here I sh~ll ctate only the recult. Usin::; the 
~:zTC_ }~ + A ..!!..·" • 
l -t). 'Ti 
- i ~ _..!_ l(t-)"Ert 1)0:.:_rr+'Zll.(JI·~::!r}:Ti} Q._tl"~-1f'l) 'ZAf · r , -
anO. \,1-bJ == -q; i, f 1- l' 11·' ~ 2 z71 2. } r L t f11+:k"'7r'"Z' +,_,..,~lfl-:rr·:! 1. 
-f /1. Tr:r ~ "" At? ) rL 
-- ro t-tl\t1t z 'vf ur- \...!- "- I . 
.rt L!f 11 'dr '!! ) 
<Jf ).t 7f z. )l-
it c&n be shown that 
Ar'+ ~ ·~ ~{ .£- i-'PP-,J~+NH-'ff+(!}tfflr J cfJ') 
Since the addition of non-derivative ter~ 1 
n: 1 (y Yr T/z 4--)' + (f,)'( rr:r l,:rjt Cf) J 
(1.68) 
~ ~~·~ f ~J.·J 
~m ~ lltM~ 
o.i.' ·,;~n. t~'- c ('I .L:';) c:.~ -.c ·c.:....c::n:. i~. ·----~·- c::::· .. -i:Lcnc~i.,_; 
cner ,_-:; . ,. ' - . . . -. . .· '· . . . . . .. ' : 1 '; ~ i.llC.J..CO,.-;lu.CJ.eou .L 'CCl ..... C ,.j,(J_ • 
I ~ . 
·- • .; I .- ... I"" .t c.:.C. _t.V~L. 
Iu Li~t.:ir V.i1'-·.J.~:.:i;:;, i·i:: -~_.;_. __ ot:~Jc;_ 
35-
36. 
.. o· .. ~:u 
_,_ 
..... v ... 
. - -
V• U ~ •,--: .. (_;j_', J_Q£. 
:!_~_._ ~:- Cc: .• _ .li tt:t C: ;,:;_;~ J.i:.i', E:-
l.l.i....~_l. __ : .1\, -- \....l't. 
t:~t.re i.- ll'J ret.ll~ co;ivinc:i.!:,. ·._a~- o£' u1itc:ci:;e chira.l 
( · -.- .,~ "' -· ..,-·-- · pCAC ~ __ , .. · t··--.- :,r,- :-·;,-,j 1 111 v<.: _, . er.c.... e ·.Y.~:..~_2:.::..•.:.J ________ aul:.._".:..Jl.~~E.._!:_.L _____ ~ a __ 1 =.!2. 
li. the cu:..~:-cnt c·.l, e:·urt•. n: _l~o.:-.ch, the C::i ver~_ence 
eq,_1~:Lion:_i o:i. vc..:c"l..oy· r...lJ.(. c:.::ial vector t:U.rrcr1·CL· ~rc 
:. o~t i; -l'Ol'tLnt. J:t i., tlJ.:-ou~.).-. ·chL: a:ctic:.l colc::e:.·v~_tio~. 
37-
of fi-rncsonc that \.c c~n tcrlucc :hjsic~l ;rc~iction 
.:.roL the cUITent co ;::utation rel::.tion. It ha;,; even 
, ('19,20) . I . t' snovm 1: 1<:1.\: uer.:e divergence equations in 
th~ preGence of certain vector field~ which act as 
a :.:·.er'cerbati ve fD.c 'cor to the ::;tronLlY L. terac tin~ 
syster:1 (t:.ollified C.V .C and l-'CAC) are .::;ufficient to 
reproci.uce most of the y;hysic<:;_l predictici1 froL current 
alee bra. 
I have just introduce~ the vec~or ~nd axial 
vector current;;; throush the va.ri<:.tional ·_.rinci:;_::le 
ap1lied to the co~fletely chiral invariant lagrangian 
(-1 .35·). \·Ji th res:.,ec t cuch a varie.tion of the fielc'. 
variable~ with infinitesiffial par~meter btl) (stands 
for both [~(1) and. ~f ()) ) , the Buler-Lae,-rt~nr:e ty~:e 
equation holds (Gell-i'-iann, Levy ~ef .14) 
td,. £!1_ t/!-
1 {Iff~ - 'J {j 
Thi~ co~~~ fro~ equations of motion for field 
(1.?1) 
vc·.rie.bles 
and is quite indepencent of the invc1rie.nce of the 
Lc.t..rallt;ia:t. tmcier· the local trc..nsforrw.tions consiclered 
here. 
l··ro::: ( 1.'/1), it cc.~1 · ... e sce1: ieJ..E:oic.:tel:'J thr·.t 
the currents defined ~y (1.50) anrl (1.51) caticfy 
the divert:.ence P.rpJ..·tions 
38. 
-r ;l 1, .. f)t y_ = Tj (1.72) 
~ IJ r_ rr£/. r- -- Tdrt =·() 
( 1 • 73) 
'l'llur; for the L.variant lE,;;,-r-c:.n~;ian ( 1.3S·), \ie have the 
conLerv;.tion equation 
(1.75) 
'l'o discu.:..s the l'elc.tion liLe FCAC, \•Je :..;hould take 
account of syLi etry breaking. I want to leave the 
r:.ore thoroue;h uiccu:::s:Lon of chiral syi.rl:.etry 'orea!:ing 
till later when I r;hould ~iscuLs chiral SU(3)xSU(3) 
syu..:. .etry v1here the E;Yi~net.ry brual~inc is essential. 
l~er·e I r .. er·ely follO\·i 1:ieinberL' by a:..;sertir:._.: that the 
for~ .. c,f i Ol.!. L12..:. S ter1:1B i·Jhich 
corn~onent oi chiral 4-vector - (~,~) re~resent~tion 
of chiral SU(~)xSU(2). (I h2ve already Eentioned 
... i;._·: le c <"lH~ i ( <.r:cc: :r. or 
such .:.·ic~: L!8.A3 tr.;n: ui:Ll Le 
~._(.: __ ' 
to 
: ... l. 
.:. :·o.-
l ... _(.; ~ - ., 
"'lt t I c A> - c _.It 7T -· , 





._) .. \...... t~_(.: ! io: __ 
2 
(2 C'A.) T{ z I 
·-
1. 
--.12 {fn'- 2 
9t tJ_r ~ 
- ~'/ -::::. fnl s tfJ~ - -! rJ. ;. =u ZA fci 
(1.1. ~ &~t; r~ ~.¢ 
~ ~ cf (~ 
--
----L·. ). C ·.··~.- .: .. ~--
9 LJ r -r(!_ -
( 1 • : 
tr. ::.:. 
.. ' ,- .. 
- • ._: J. • I I 
L. 
L~ 0 • 
LJ:f ti.c ilcentif'ic.:..tion of A vii ti·, .20i. L.E:'Ca~ constant 
as 
(1.78) 
'l'he lili~c.U' fieldG 1:. arc relc:~tcc to ori;_;inal .?!.- fielt:s 
throuc;h (1.1L~) .::mti. ('1.'/u) i1:. tc:..~_ of 
ldrJj_' =- f/ F7[ -rr 
, -+ l"17C. 1-
(1.'/9) 
w~ich iL the ~ener~lization of conventional FC~C e~uation. 
Of courr.Je, if 1:1e \·iu.:nt to stic:!~ to tl1c OI'l~i:t:1ar~;- forL: 
of e~:3.ct FCAC. I c~.n l~edefine .:.hyuic2..J. pior~ fields 
by 
= i+l~T{ l 
\·thicL ;,,ake s ( 1 • 73) in to 
(1.00) 
'Iii th the a.0.lli tim: of r:.;yu .. etry breaJ':inf; terii. 4;-.,.) , 
the labran0 im1 (1.39) beco~es fully eQuivalent to 
the uppr·oxh•ate fori., ( ·1 .1) GO far <:.s 7[ -!:f inter2.ction 
is concer-neC::. 
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§7 The relation with the current alGebra. Canonical 
fielc! theory. (c.1, 2C.). 
}~o~ the diccucsion in the precedin[ paresra~h, 
the affinity of non-lin·:::.c::.r rec.liz.c, tir ... n technique:; to 
the current ~lwe~r~ approach is clear. _ut to . how 
that thiL sort of laLr~ngian can be actually use6 as 
a fielc theoretical model to the current ~lGe~ra, 
cert~in comlication shoulG be ~et. The a~parent 
O.ifficul ty here ia that \·i~ should. nm·J ta:_e the 
operator nature of fields variablec like rr i'e 
seriously and Oi:;inL to the non co~:unut<.t ti vi ty of boson 
fields and their canonical momenta the standard 
argument of Gell-J.;ann and Levy ( 14 ) Dight not a :c. ply 
unleGs a careful consideraticn of ortering of field 
operators are taken. For the rarticular lagrangian 
(1.52), it can be ceen eaGily that if we write 
it as I . 
I l ... 11"17r )' ~ (\+A'1f ) ''1-. ( ·1 • 81 ) 
rather than 
and define the c~nonical momenta of i in the usual 
( 1 .52) 
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also the currents with respect to the infinitesimal 
tran::;formation 
as 
-=- - (1.83) 





In fact, it has been ::;ho"'m by Isham( 21 ) that (1.81) 
in which now the position of the derivative 
is important (the pion field is no longer a ... L nun:ber) 
is still invariant under the transforraation of 7[i' s 
(1.4). His argument is very seneral and a?pliec to 
wider clacs of meson-lacrangian. After this, we 
liiay derive tho ordin8.r~r cur-rent alcebra cor::.mutction 
relation amon.:.:. the vector and ax.ial vector currents. 
'l'he form of Sch\'Iint.;er ter!:l is exactly S:f·ecified. 
Now at this point a rather intereuting problem arises. 
Since we have now the currents in Oferator for~ we 
may consider the spectral re~resentation of them. In 
1 ;u.:r·Licular, v-Ie 1 .. ay try to uerive the Gl:cctral function 
sur.~ 1 . - - b . ' . , ( 23) ru e consJ.c.erea. y .. eJ.noer& • 
It can be sh01·m thi.:.t if i·.re use the coJn.utation 
relation \·lith ~ch\·:inser ter:aE, ;:;.erived from the 
picnic lagrangian (1.81), then 
~ e. ·~ > o~" + f \A: ) ~ &4 = o. (1.86) 
; 
where rr" I and ('p. are the vector part of the spectral 
function of vector and axial vector currents 
res~ectively. They are, of cource sup~osed to be 
positive definite and (1.86) implies ft~·=-f.A-70 
rhis is the contradictioll first proposed by Jackiw< 24 ) 
but chould be considered as the indication that the 
self-consistent model requires at least vector and 
axial vector fields as an independent de~ree of 
freedom. This is connected to the problem of g&uge 
fields in non-linear realization techniques which I 
shall discuds in the next chapter. 
In the },re::.ence of sucil ge:.·.uge fields, v;e can 
construct a model of the field algebra type and then 
the derivation of current comr.:utation relation can be 
made very simple. ri'he problem of quantizing the non 
linear lagrangian discussed in this paraEraph is very 
( ~J ':)) 
clearly treated in the paper by Barnes and IGham LL,. 
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CHAPTER 2 
General theory of non-linear realization of chiral grol!.E_ 
~1 The method of Coleman-Wess-Zumino and Isham 
In this chapter we give the ceneral formalism 
of the non-linear realization theory. 
The main idea of the construction given here is 
first applied by Weinberg to the use of the chiral 
SU(2)xSU(2) group. The generalization to the case 
of KxK \•there K is any compact, simply connected lie 
srou~ ha& been done by Coleman, Wess and ~ucino(S), 
although the ~ost physically irnFortant ideas are already 
t b - d · t' 1· 1 C · ( 2 ) mh o e roun 111 ne ear 1er paper Jy ron1n • f e 
mathematics em~loyed by these authors reduces to the 
. (25) powerful techniques tieveloped by ~ackey • The 
matheruatical aspects of non-linear realization techniques 
have been fully investiGated by Isham( 9l. Salam and 
••t tl . ( 26 ) l t t , . . - . 1 . -~ ra 1aee 1ave ·rea ea a s1m1~ar prob em 1n Less 
abstract level but in an intuitively appealinG manner. 
It is surprisinG th:.'t this "theory of induced 
represente~.tion'- by ·."!it;ncr and i'iackey is founc to 'ue 
relevant in such wi~e r~~ge of problems in quantum 
pnysics. 
In my pr~sent~tion of the materiel, I naturally 
ewphasiz.e the Vc.r-iouto rele.tion::; anci formulae 1.>1hich 
are necessary for actually constructinG chiral SU(3) 
symmetric dynamical Bedel, an~ ski} over the most of 
the mathematics neederi for considering the problem 
in its full generality. 
Although most of the isolated for~ulae presented 
here are derived by the author indepen6ently the 
general formalism closely follows that of Colecan, 
l·Jess and ZUlnino ((;) in the way !·=resented by Coleman and 
Zulllino at l:!:rice .SU!i"iLer School, Sicily 1968. I i•ias 
also influenceci by an attractive presentation put 
forwarci by Salrun and Strathdee(26 >. 
Chiral group 1~ = SU ('\ )xSU(11) can be regarded 
"A 
as a lie broup associated with the lie nl~ebra with 
,., 
2N elements (A~, V&.) .and \•iith the comnuto..tion 
relation amonG them 
L v~ vi ] =-
r ~=-. vj "J-= 
'·• 
C:·j·l V\ 
c.~ j'- A~r... 




\"/here is the structure constant of SU( ) and can 
be taken as real, totally antisyrm::etric. The 
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coffireutation relEtions Liven here are just the well 
kno·.-.ll Gell-Lann relation fundamental in Current Algebra 
and the letter A, V have obvious imflication with 
respect to space-reflection operation. (Note that 
commutation rele:1.tion above differs by the factor 
i from the usual one). 
An arbitrary element of chiral SU('fl)xSU('Pt) 
group is characterized by 2N real co-ordinates 
I ' I I ( d, · · -o(,' ~·- · ·fJN) and. in a neichbourhood of identity 
element corresponding to (a~./~. 0 ~-f-= o), they can be 
e:~pressed as the exponential 
d. .. e ;_d.~ A ..... 2 f: v~ (2.2) 
For our ~ur~ose it is enough to think of a group eleBent 
as realized as an clement of the Group of continuous 
transformations in a certain manifold and thus 
and in the above expression should be interpreted 
as the operator operating in this same manifold. 
The crucial point for the construction of Coleman, 
1 ' . z . ( 8 ) . tl t tl l t f :1ess anc, umJ.no v:; · 1a 1e any e emen r; o 
can be uniquely decow~ose~ as 
(2.3) 
that is to sa;.. the proci.uct of the eleruent of 11 diat:;onal 
subc;roup SU('Y'\) (I sh<J.ll frequently denote it by le·;;ter I:; 
liCK~ ) ~nd the elements which are characteri~ed by 
~c =- 0 in our \\'a;y of representation. (I may call 
it the 11 chira1 part 11 of Y .... \ I • Using (2.3), \'iC 
consider the Cecom~osition of farticular eleGents 
(2.4) 
Hhere 0 is an arbitrary eler.tent of K,. and ~ are 
re<J.l nu.1.1Lers. 
I:t' the deco!;!pOEiition 
consider (2.4) as definins ~/ -~ anc... 
'.·:e cc..n 
the 
function of ~rou~ eleQcnt ~ as well aG the quantity 
and Vlt: can i·iri te 
~/!: 3/ ( ~ j a- ) 
(c.6) 
On the other hand, iie can consider (2.5) as 
the definition of the operation of the element ~ of 
the <:,rOU:i.J L,.. realize(. as t:b.e transi'or1:1ation of 
r~al nu~:~ber· Jielo_ ( ~) 1Jy ~ ut tin;; 
~ § c; ~ / ( 2. ',.') 
4-8. 
Cd cour .. e, \·:e need e.. con.:..istency conC.i tion for .... rou:f 
or.eratioE 
(2.£) 
:t.'or any '-• J ~1 C K"' . '.~.'his caa Le proven trivially 
(Colecan-Wecs-~umino ~ef.~). 
C:) ~ 2 ~ -= ~ / is uefincel. by the help of (2 .~-~) 
as 
Sic:ilarl;;. , 
~7. e ~A : e i/A e ·t·v 
fJ 1 (S 7. ~J= ~ 11 i:o; .. h-en by 
'J, e ~A -=- e ~~~,~ e 'l''v (b) 
On the other han~, b~ the associative law of ~roup 
elements (3.3~> eJA =:;. ·% ,(~ z ~~A) 
fq_: 3-,e!'.Ae 'rll ::.(3, e%'A) e"rfi 
~-~ e~'A e "'"tte "'~v-= e~''Ac e ~t!''J/e "fJ'() 
::...ince the c<ia~ono.l eler.:ent:::: ( e"v) :;:crw a .sutgroup 
(H) \·Je have 
anG. iie 
1'V "?'v e e 
,_:;et 
''1/ 
- e,., t: H 
(~,,'t) e~ A 
Assu1·:cirq_, the uniquene::.s of the Cecor:_l;oci tion (2 .L~), 




Ill 1111 l'l == oz 
'i'ha t is to say 
((Eli) 
1
.:hen (2.L~) c·.nd (~.'/) a:ct: conr.:ic.ere( ;.;.s 0.eiinin.., the 
._I'OU_. OI~Cr<..tion Of '"""" in the fiel( Of qU<:'..llti ty 
~-:;:. C!i ···%IIi), tiL<. analo;~;:r · .. i th \ii~.ner' s construe tion 
beco1:::es a: e:u·ent • .0D.lEU;: et aJ.. (2.1+) and (2.'r) civeG, 
in l .. artict;.lar·, 
an C. 
(2.10) 
It is .:·.l:::o obviouc Uw:i.; ~che :..;ccond ec:untion !w:!.cl::; only 
foi' the eler.;ent oi" H, a.nd tiw.t E can oe chara.cteri~.:ed 
a.G th0 ~rou::. 01 e:i.cJ:.ent~ \il.idi leave ( 0) (in ~ -field) 
invariant. 
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Assu~in0 no~. the o~~ratio~ of ~ in fielQ 
(;_.7) to.:_:ethor 1·1ith (2.9) an(. (2.10) is l::.novm Lefore-
L:.nd., i·.'G c..:.n i·:r·i te an arti trar;y element oi c; of 1~ 
u.s 
'l'LE:n, b;y (2.9), tlw ele1:1ent 
-~~,A ~A. 
e d- e. leaves 
(0) in the ~ -field invariar~t, c.nd 
ll. ·.;ritinG e_ft?/V = e~'~3 ~Jt' 1·1e 
d- ~ e ?"A efY'" e -<i.A 
thu.:; belon.::;s to 
have 
(2.11) 
~hi~ ic just recovering (2.4), but Fre~ente~ in this 
i!ay, it i:..; ana a::.::.loe;y of the= construction of the 
ti"'ner rotation in stuciyi11., the inhol:"!.Or_;eneous Lorentz 
(27) 
,_,roup • 
In the case of chiral SU(2)xSU(2) = I~. , the 
<:. 
r.::lation (2 .4) ha~ beer. already intro~·:ucer.: in ( 1) by 
an e~ylicit construction (1.24). In the context of 
the : .. ore ~,eneral treatment of the r;re._ent chapter the 
importance of the j_.arc:.u::!eter ~ is apparent. 
'.L'he a}_...~Jarent !'tH::e~:Jblence should. not let us thinL 
that the mathematic~ in both caccc of chiral ''U· t ..n' 1..1 \ ,,_,
and the Poincare ~roup are identical in the simple 
~tiay hinted her·e. In the ca::;c: of the latter, '.ie are 
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given the four d.L .• ensionc:cl mon,cntur .. .s1~ace, v..o: the 
hm::ot;eneous .spo.ce o::: the c;rou1. o:··eration frQj .. beLinninr:;. 
The invariant subgroup con::;istinG of the translations 
r:;ivec a label to the l'e}jresentation:o: Vie are looking 
for. This is 11 !,Jass 11 • It it. after t:etermininc thiG 
characteristic of the representation tht.t we start 
construe tin;_; the \iiLner Rotation. In the case of 
chiral SU.( 1t )x.SU(I!), the lack of 11 r.Jomentll!r.11 in the 
proper Ge~se Bakes the conotruction of the Vi~ner 
rotation in (2.11) more like an attractive way of 
presentinG the decomposition theorem (2.4), and 
its power for studying further matheffiatical structures 
seems to be limited. 
Yet, it may be poBsible to r.1ake tl!i.':i analocy 
more profound and useful by annexinG to K 's structure 
something like a translation croup. Then we will have 
to ciefine the 11 orbi t 11 in such a space i·!hich reC:.uces 
to the manihold of ~"' ti1- • '~~~~}introc~ucec". above. 
In case of K_, v1c have e.lread'; S(.en hO\·: to ''embeu 11 ~ u 
the space of 11 pi-n;esons 11 or (~; ; ~'l , ~J) in the 
S}BCe Of 4-dirnensional representation c;,i) of lC 
:::. 
(Chapter 1). The orbit con~ition in thie case is, 
usinG the not~tion of Chapter 1. 
;f\ 2 !.. ;;:. 2 ' t..t.!!-) 7 ~+ + &-; Y!:" = ¢;vz =- '--zfu (~). 
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·It shoul~ be noted that for higher 
neec:_ the ~;pace of very higL diL!ension. For chiral 
SU(~)xSU(3), for instance, 1G diffiensional ~o8entum 
- ll } 1. - ( 28) space vn __ oe a Clto~ce • 
ReturninG to the equation (~.11), the obvious 
neJ-:t ste1_.; i:::; to construct an 11 e:1.u~~iliary 11 re11resentation 
in an analOLY with the construction of generalized 
spinor in the case of the relativistic free particle 
(27) 
system • FirGt of all, I must introduce 11 the particle 
multiplet" \•Ihich is just the irreducible reyresentation 
of H. 
\·:e denote it aG the set of 11 field operator 11 lJ;d , 
on i-;hich the action of h E. H is defined as 
(2.12) 
~ iG the matrix belonginG to an irreducible rel_:resenta-
tion of h transforming as h. 
Tc define the opcra.tion of -,.;hole t,roup K._ on ~41i 
\·It: consitier Ll1. ancl an element of ~ field tot;ethcr o_s 
(2.15) 
Then, rememberinc; th<:: definition of the 11 \Vie;ner Rotation" 





v1here ~ and ~ are t't0fined by (2 .4). It is easy 
to see the transfori!lation la\·! 
(2.15) 
is consistent as a sroup operation. 1he matrices 
(t~) J are the c;encro.tor matrice::; correspondint, 
.: .. , 
to the irreducible re:t~recentation of SU(-flJ belont;inc 
to <f'ot 
The relations (2.7),(2.15) and (2.4) 
are fundamental for non-linear realization techniques 
for chiral su(nl.) syJ::lr,etry. 
These relation~ ~re, of course, the reoult of 
the unjque ~econ.position (2.L~) and in analogy \·:ith 
the ·.ii[~ner ci.ecoLposi tion, boost our 11 auxiliary 
re:t--resentation11 • 
T~~e the arbitr~ry representation of h which when 
restricted to diac;onal toubcroup SU(fl.) cont&ins 
this particular re.:_:re;.;entation of SU(fl.) spe..nned by 
ct.' T IJ. ~hen, denotint the matrices associated with 
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this representation of KA in a suitable co-ordinate 
cystem as Q9 C3-J, I can factori::;e the matrix element 
a~~earing in (~.16) as 
i:Jo~pc e-J'.A 8- e _iA) 
-1~ 
= 2 D_.nle J DJ,s( d-J D3fc e:IA) 
Jl ,s (2.17) 
where Jl.. , S cor-respond to a con:plete set of base 
vectors in the vector space carryinL the representation 
~ 
D ~'-. ., I( ,mr~e •. of,r corresponds to the i~entification of 
the subset of these bases to the vectors carrying the 
representation ~ of SU(fl) as a~;sumed above. 
Let us define the nc\-1 quantity ~ by 
(Z.18) 
'i'hen, under the action of ~GI(.,, I nave from (2.7), 
(2.15) anC: (2.4-) 
}':.om (,_.17), the last expreGsion is equal to 
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D..t .. ( e'~·" J D~n..tle1'J·ft) D~~.'s"l#.J Ds'ple 1~ <+,. 
·=- D~as ( 3.) D.s p ce ;-4 J <.},6 
- D/ls (8-) !"3 
'l'hus <in_ transforras as the i..;i ven linear repre.sentation 
(2.19) 
This sho~s th~.t ~e can obtain out of an arbitrary 
linear reprecent&tion of K provided it does contain 
.-1 :_. ) .IJ th~ rej_:res<.utation of SU("l'') G!:-anned by 'f"e-
'i'he converse ic CJ.lGo tr·ue, 1\le can asl~ (8) 111hat 
sort of rcpreEentation of h can be conctructed a .. 
the function 
(2.2C.:) 
lvhere ~ and ~ obey the transformation rule (2 .7) 
and (2.15) with (2.4). 
·~;e should transform accordinL to some given 
repre6ente<tion .L' " 0.1. h. 
(2.21) 
Then it can be ~hown that the necessary and sufficient 
condition for l2.21) ~eine realised by suitably 
choosinG F( ~) in (2 .20) is the.t the rerJresentation ~ 
of SU('Y/) associated l·Jith ~'",·ihen restricted to the 
~ 
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subGroup H = SU('n). 'l'he follovlinc; proof is due to 
c= ) Coleman 1 \!ess anc:_ Zumino u • 
As the result of (2.7) 1 (2.15), (2.4) and 
(~.20) 1 the transformation la•.-: (2.21) can be "iritten 
as 
(.'\ ~-~ tl J FA."' c~;J ~r/.t ce J~f 
Dfl~ C~) fsf( ~) ~ 
choosint, the element he h 7 anc~ takint; the ;.articular 
value of J ; j: u v1e c:;et 
F.~~.o\ (o) ~1' (-e) 
= PAs(!) Fsf Co) (2.22) 
Since <; ~($)~d. is supposed to transform linearly 
under K.. 1 and also 1: .. acts transitively on the ~ 
-field, F.46 ( t)) = D 'ilould mean 
So I should look for the solution of (2.22) in which 
f'AtA.(O) are not identict:tlly zero. (Han-trivial 
solutior.). '!'he; since~ is irreducible, the Schur's 
lemma tellD us th<t t .Q,~(.P .... ) 1 i·Jhich ia nmoJ the C.irec t 
su~ of the irreducible representutionc of ii 1 should 
contain at least one represent tion of IT which is 
equivalent to ~ • 
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If D{-l) contain::; only one such reiJr'el:ientation 
of h, then the constructiofi (2.20) is eDsentially 
unique. The expression (2.18) is an exact analocue 
of the "au.::iliary fields" of ~·:einberg and EattheHs-
Feldman for free relativistic particle. The coe:t'fichmts 
Q.ll>_,(e1A) is takinu the role of ;;eneralizeo. cpinor. 
at is forffially of came form- boost matrix ele~ents). 
The construction of linear re?rcsentation of K to~ether 
'' i th the theoreni of ColeE;a.n, \'ie::.s anci. Zuw.ino cle~::cri bed 
~tbove ic in:porte.nt >.•hen v1e consider the problem of 
::.ymLetry brea.king. 
§2 Explicit expressions 
The three equations (2.7), (2.15) and (2.4) given 
in(§1) is fundamental to all the results of the present 
chapter. First I must shm-1 that vie can determine the 
explicit fore of the ~rou~ operation on the field 
I I 
of ~A anc, tfD. I shall do it onl:y for the 
infini tesiual element of K.. by these equations. 
For this ~ur~ose, I regar6 the group K" realized 
as a linear representation in a certain vector space. 
Then we can consider the A's and V's as anti-hermitian 
rr.:atrices. -.-n·itin~; them (a::; matrices) ;,elf anc: cY , 
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the equation (2.4) reduces to .the matrix formula 
(2.23) 
To solve (~.23) in seneral, we may ap~eal to the 
formula due to Ed:er-Canbdell-Eauasdorfi". But \•le 
require the colution in all order of ~ but only in 
the first order in the parcmeters of a grou~ element, 
and for this, we can find the explicit solution in 
an elementary way. 
(1) Chiral ::_.;art 
I con~ider the case 
v.~here is considered as infiniteEi~al, (2.23) 
becomes 
(2.24) 
I look for an analytical solution o~ly and I may 
con::;iC.er 
'7.,1 n.. 0 (Qt. ) 
&\ :: ~I- '? '""- O(Dt ) 
i,hus 1 I 
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UsinL the Hell knm:n forJ:~i:~J.a in elem.entary matri:;: 
CC:.llct:la tions 1 1·:e Lave 1 u~~ to the firct order in ct. , 
By usin~..., the commutation relation of J::atrices and 
fro!!. (·i.1a) (1.1c) the ;;pJ.e commute.tors in H.E.S can 
be transformed, nnti ~e have 
~ ~ 1" t.l·lfi)+f;.li~) ,.# 
'2. 
+ ~ s ~ f.{- *j)- 6{ ~ ff) 7 
2 
Nhere K;.;:i·i matrices F' i.s C:_efined by 
and the function E (i!-)i::; defined by the 
o! ;J-1 




Choosillt, the re::rcsent;_ tion ir: \·:hicL the iiia.tricec 
cA and r{ arc independent, \.e [)et the following 
ecualities -~r-' ;:F'l ~ d, = ~ J GtiFV t€.(Ji) 
.2. 
01 1 e e + ~,------
2 
Froe: these, we Let ~F1 -i~? 
ri, e" + e 
- G,lifJJ -~ E,C-iFf) 
I e- tFf 
+ e·- r;:.j 
and 
{)')/ L .... ~ 
Consider nm·; 
The 
sives (2.25), instec~a. of 
I -tF"t e i:f' o.:: rj &t-~) +-6ltFsJ + ett e -
2 2. 






:-ror:: (2.21);, J..t; i.::; eaGy to see Lh::.L UJ.· to the firct 
orcle:c of F. 
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The last equality c2n ie ~ritte~ as 
(2.31) 
U--30) ana (2.31) e::::_,1·c~s the fac·L. thL".t unC~ei· the 
action of Gllb[_;rour: E. ~ fiel(~ a. .. -~-;el=:_ a:.; U field 
tranofcr~s uc linear re resentation (re~ular re~resenta-
tiort). In c:-. "'~ of K1. anc.·. k1 , thio L:ec.nc that non 
linear l.eson fielu: behave <?.::: -~ri>let 'nc. octet \'lith 
'l'he re.s·u.lt (2.2u) 1 (2.27), (2.)0) an, (2.31) is 
of cour.::e ~--Cepen(te!lt a:;:· articular rel:r·czcnt<:..tion used 
I 
to Ci.lCi.clate s~ cU1!:: oz. si::H;e, a~art fi'Oiii the 
indei_ .. eildence of !!iO.i:I·ices of.. ar.c~ 'V , i:e have needed 
onl~ the.: cor .. ~.:utution reL..tion betv1e:en r/1-~ an(~ "('~ 
§3 Covariant derivativeG 
I have derived the transformati~n induced by 
chiral ~.roup K"' on the field of quanti ties j.L. and~ 
I a~;,, of cour::..e, Loin_: to ur.:;e these !~ and \f-~ as 
O.ynaruical variai:Jles. Lore s~ ecifically, thc;y are 
consi(,creL. a:; the local "field v.::.riable" (!.ependinr; on 
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o_ .;,ce-tiue 7;.- ou ~ of .. :.icl1 I ~:ant to construct the 
la~ranLian functional. Lut in ctu~yinL their tr~ns-
:L'on.:-.:.tiont>, we more or less consider these c;,uanti tics 
a:;; C-nuLl.Jer function of T. Al~.;o i·.'c r..a::c:: an assuJ~tption 
that the expr·essi011 e1i'J}/s for arbitrary ,2. is 
i .. emlint;ft;.l a._; an element of cilir.c 1 ·.art of ''I'OUT, 
L· -
'.._'a C011!:...'d'lt\_;-i;. the lac__JD.Dt;ian DO(,eJ. i·:ith these 
quantities aG fiel~ variables, we n~ed at leaot the 
fir~t or~er differential coefficient~ 
~:o;·: fro1:1 the non-linear tr.c~n::.-forJUJ.ticn of 
·I 
ano lJ- .A unci.er the e.ction o~ an element o:i:' \( .. given b;y 
(2.?), (2.15) anc. (2..l~) of §1, it is clear th~'.t these 
derivatives do not transform in a simrle way under the 
To Let the qu~ntities which [ener~li~e these 
~erivatives l;ut have <3il.:ple transforr~1ation under the 
~roup, we ~~e the techniques analogous to the 
con~tructiou of coval~ian·c der-ivatives in r;eneral 
relativity theory. 
}ollowiu~ ~alam ~nri -- ' - (26) ~, tb ro. t1.Y1ee , 
the follo~ins quantity 
. - f/IIA (I I :iiJJA ) ; L ~r ~tv:: D111.~~_(e J r Vll(a tfT "(- (l) (2.32) 
\·ihere the n.atrix D is, as in §1, of any re:.,-:resentation 
of K~ which contains the representation of H s~anned 
. I 
by lfJ.4. It is clear, in the li[;ht of construction 
Given in §1, ~r 'fJ.. transforms accordint_; to (2.15) 
i.e. in the same i·ia~" <;.1.S (~ itself. 
(2.33) 
(2.j2) ca~ be written as 
- JClJ·.A A J) l 'JIIJ•A ) 
nte )?J:t' e 
= ~"" ~r D< e -1'"A ) J) ( e <i c,+3J') \ 
~ ~ 0 d'(J· ~ " " 
U.sin~ the fundamental fornula (2.4), we can write 
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Thus I c;et 
\!here ~ a.nct J have the Game 1;1eanin[; as in §2 for a 
t_;i ven represent;..tion of ~ , J). 
~e consider the transformation of the first term 
of R.E.S. of (2.:;Ft) \·.hich contains drlf· Under K"' 
air{e-~'"Jit<f' }.~ (l~) ~ ;;r { e"1jt1CJ·A~t} ) .. Of~) 
~ r ( fiJ1JJv -~CIJ~ a-') ~ <r} 
-= ~dr e € ,j (~+'<J.) from (1.L~) 
= ~· f e "'IJJi e-'Jt~>A <}} • P+:1-) 
(2.35) 
Thus the q_uantity 
sc:u-:-.e \~·ay as lfJ. 
~ ( :-ttA}.h ..1., ~r e '+'A (lf'3)transforms in the 
under k.,. . On the other han(~, 
clearly thiG quantit~ is iniependent of the choice 
of particular "auxiliary representation'' D of K"' 
(2.36) 
and 
call it the covariant 6.eri vati ves of th_ . 
BiLlilarly 
Thus if I ;:mt 
(2.37) 
then~ ~(jplso tranr:;form covariantly- accordint:; to the 
.r 
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repreGent~tion of H to which ~ belon~s. 
(2.38) 
These quanti ties~~ , q. j are just the • generalization 
of covariant derivatives derived in Chapter 1 for Kz 
anu the;_.- coincide ;,;ith the result of Chapter 1 for K"L . 
I can evaluate 'Jf~ ~~~and 9,'' rtol explicitly 
as fol~o;;f':~~ ?~~·~Ue;'J. '3/lf'{o) 
.. 0 ( e-tuJ·A) 9. D ( e }r•)"" ) 
R· H • ~ ~ ~ ~ 0(e"-1"J•!t) Dl el"n"J"') 111,0 
"' 'd r-& { e-:f!J)·<R e ~ tf ,.Jtar'. ,, )·.A } Ill = • 
, i_ ~ r ... ~JI ft 1 --. . r -l I· J.. i li~ ·a 1 J- -· J 
1\{:.f ,.., I .. -v - ~ T 
IJ- I 
'.: 4- 'dr ~ t e: .C ~ i=-~ ) + Ed - l F ~) } · J/ 
+-I ~r ~ f e:, l' ~ F-5 ) - E,. (- i F-J J J . y 




Thus we obtain the followinL cxrre~sion for the 
covariant derivatives 
(2.42) 
The expre~sion of covariant derivatives civen in 
(2.36) an~ (~.37) can be readily cenerali~ed to the 
higher order c.eri va ti ves lil:e 
To evaluate the~e forms explicitly, we nee~ the hicher 
order cx~ansion of the matrix like 
- e-.:JcA e&7(i~SJJ·c# 
used in deriving (2.41) an~ (2.42). ThA following 
formula proposeci by Feynman(Z9) is u~eful 
t.b. 
irihere A, L are arbitrary (}?. ){ <r1 matrices and 'l' ( •••• ) 
weans ordered product with reG~ect to the ~ara~eter 
t. UsinL thiG u~ to ~econ~ or~er in D, I can derive, 
for instance. 
V,.v ~d -= l?,r>., +t."Pr ·'t 'dv + cP.,·t ~r +'-f+"·t )f ~ 
~ fl>r = +~r ~ (. E, LiFJ)- Ei t-iF~ J) 
~fVz t rJ{J"j ( q £;:F5)- 5,l- ~ FJ) ) (L .45) 
vr~ ! s ~ ro,'d./j {. r;,tc:fi)+ e.t-ZF1)) 
-+-i ( olf{if)·p.; +dv·llf)cff) 
\'I here 
Jr ; \71 ~ :: ~ 'fir ~ ( r.r;F1J +G ,._,.F,. J) 
(2.46) 
Since \-.e have not :ount.l y·et ho\1 to use these ti.;her 
derivatives o:~." fields, vie do not cor.sider thcr.l any 
further. 
§4 '.d:e or chir_~l SU ( 2_)xSU(c) 
'.!.'he fun.,s.r.JCntal relation (2 .L~) i11 c.:c.cc of chiral 
~L(2)xSU(~) can be ~ritten i~ ~erns of ( -~. ' 0 ) ~ ( 0 ' -;'.) 
'- ,_ 
re~resent~tion as 
for c~.iral .tJart oi' the i...rour. Thic ic ju.s·c the ( 1 .2Lr) 
of Chapter 1. }'ro;:. thi~, it i:. clee:.1·· U12.·c tho quo.nti tiec: 
i.. trocucet"i here .:..c. :. arc.J .. e·.:e:rizint; the elei::ents af 
chir<:.l. j_.art ::;:;.· the ,,rot<l' ( N l/L) exactl;y corrcc: onC:.s 
I 
to the ~..<1 in troC:.uccc... in Cl:q)ter 1 i:<C :~aL,ue·i:..::rL· iat; 
1(; -fields. Li Chapter 1l J ~ c..rr:: cx1 re:.;sec; as 
certuin nor.-linear trccnsi"orL of 7t '.:. Since, ·.J;y- the 
e~ui valer.ce :.:rinc i~ le, it is crJ:.i:;si.,le to rcc·:efii!e 
I I 
u::;e J ..o iru;;tc<.-. · c I ·rr .A 
'··'" ;·~.-ion-i"ielCc" in tlw fielc, t~ceorctical calcElc:.tio~l 
of :..:-r .. atri:.;: (:le; .. eut;_. L: the presc!1t chapter, "lie have 
tre .. c"tt::l~ th.:: Gcnel'~:.l c.:c~se of ~~ = ;;.u(IK)zS'U(1t). ~'or 
'7L=3, \-ve ;_;ct "octetc" (~;;.) 8 transforr.inr· u.s the 
.: =I ,_ 
(~) dimensional rerrc~0nt~tion of SU(3). I~ what 
; 
fol::.m:c I ::hall. Ube t~.e"'c 'j~ ar:: t:u: :_:.hj ::;icaJ. octet 
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·et'1o·· <·or·· 1.11. 1-··- ·. · 1.1 l~ ...... ..L r' -.!.c...o...; uee~. studieC: 1 , " -1 • • . • (3C) ~:;y J·.Ciar_ane anc. · .. e:u:;z • 
l.u t tl1c L_enera.l resul tr> seer. ·co be ver;,· cor.!~!licc.. ted. 
It i~: er:.s~ to see ·~LLt tl:c 0enera.l no;-:..-linear 
e;.pre .. ,siun of covLriant G.eri vo.ti ve.s in this chapter 
rt:C:.uce;. to ti·1c fauilic .. r e:·~ re:-.Gion of : .. eir:berg ;_:i ven 
in Ch.:...i_·tc1· 1 in the case of' SU(2):~SU(2). 
For in::; .. e:mce, con.sicle:c (2 .2'1). In case of chiral 
bL(2)xSU(2), thiG re~uces to 
~ :r ·J. e - ·-
J - 1 -J i ·r -z -J J~ i·~ .... ;,e 'e··"';~ator of - l ,) } / v I.-· ~- l • •• - . 1=1 
repreGent~tion of SU(2) Lroup and 
?he GiEplicity with SU(2) is t h.:. t r. l ::;atisfies the 
char~cteristic equation 
ConEe~ue~tly, the oci.G. function 
--
~1·"' I 
01" 'T 9 "l-") e -- c·---
.J•• S .l,L J. ( _ - cd' 
- -J -, - ;l.'i .. ,. e·- ..... 
From this, 
(t) /_= ol (L J. ~ ) _!_ 
£.. - - ff~ e=V'Y' + 
= dol i:l· 1) ~({ft/z ) 
Vf2 
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'J::1is r-eclL.ces to the far:1iliar form of the 11 field 11 
i.s c:;.efined as 
But thiu is just the parameteri~ation intro~uce~ in 
Chapter 1. In ter: .. of J uatrices, 
~J-. 1 
e ·- -
'ihiG correspond.~; to I=~ for;.: ;;iven in Chapter 1 • 
. .,.., 
e .. --
They nre, of courGe, all equivalent. 
I 
'rhe correct t . :-ansformation of 1T A ei ven in 
Ch~ptcr 1 are ~uaranteed ~ecause of the si~ilarity of 
(~.4) to (1.24) in case of chiral SU(2)xSU(2). 
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Local chiral SX1.:.:!:;etrv anci. 
§1 The relevance of the gau&e fields 
This charter is the continu&tion of the Chapter 
2. I start \·:i th cou.siderini_. the rroblcms 1·1hich arise 
\·:hen the tran:.;formation::; of K. .. ovc::r the fielu quanti ties 
are made s~ace time dependent. ThiB leads to the 
introduction of cauLe fields in the ordi~ary ~ay. 
On the other han~, for the non-linear realization 
of 1<.. , thiu is not the only \·!a"j' 1·1e can introduce 
gauge fields. 'l'he transformation of 11 linear" fields 
~ , given by (2 .15) looks very m~.ch like the ordinary 
SU(YL) transforma.tion i•:i th 8}-aCe·-time dependent parameter 
p;,, . ThiG alrc~ d:v SU!_,[;Csts the introduction of 
SU(tyl,) g-auc;e fields. In his paper on the noL-linear 
realization of chiral SU(~)xDU(2)(?) Heii,berg has 
introduced vector :..:;.:wee fields ( 11 f mesons 11 ) in this 
way and constructed a laGr~ngian which ic completely 
invariant under the chiral trans:rormations \'lith constant 
parameters. It is r&ther nice to coneider the vector 
t;,.:..tue;e fields as arisinc..:. froi:i clliral sy!::l:.etry instead 
oi' conventional local SU(iij.) symaetry. In the c.:~.se of 
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the latter, the syu .. etr;y is ahiays broke::.1 unle::;.s "Lhe 
!!laSS terL Of the L,"Cl.U.(;e field.:; is absent • ':Jeinberg 1 S 
construction does not require the axial vector mesons 
as the gauge fields. The role of the a~ial vector 
fields in a cl:iral SYL•!•tetry ocheme is not absolutely 
clear even forsettin~ the experimental uncertainty 
about their existance. In the a~plication, such as a 
famous c~lc~lation of electromagnetic maos difference 
( :.2) 
of pi-mesons, they are siven an ecsential role ~ • 
But this is al~uys tied to the so~t neoon a~proximation 
and to me it is not clear if the axial vector exchange 
diagram could not be interpreted as certain limit 
.. (:17) 
of fseudo-sc~lor meson exchange u1agram ~~ • 
}rom the point of view of the consistency of 
chiral lagrangian method as a field theory, \oJe have 
already seen in Chapter 1 that we need at least the 
vector and axial vector cauge fields in addition to 
essential ~S meson fielda to avoid the contradiction 
of zero s~ectral function. 
§2 The local chiral transformatioti 
I have determined the transfor~ation of the 
field quanti ties both 11 linear 11 and. "non-linear'' (as 
well as their cov~riant derivativeG) in Chapter 2. 
Now I w.nt to consider what ha~pens when the 
para~eters of a Lroup element de~end on the co-
ordinate ("Jt). By attachinc; different elements of 
the broup to ec-,ch space-time point, only the 
derivatives of field quantities will be affected, 
and thus I should deternine the transformation of 
covariant a.erivc.tives Vr' and vr lj--under the local 
chiral transformations. 
Conuider the first or~er variation of the 
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field quanti ties ( ~ () ) or lf( ~) ) under the action 
of an eleLent of local chiral sroup where now the 
( infini tesir!lal) parameters of ;;-roup are made dependent 
of the space time co-ordinates. I may write 
\·.'here .t]l)stands for ~ l-:l) or lfJ ( ").) fields and l':: 
stands for the ~rou} parameters. 
\·I here 
~hen the vari&tion of derivatives are 
a ~r f' r ~) ~ z_, ~r o2 o >Xi. i 1 J + 2 o~. ()() .X 
·+ (') (! 1 ) 
y c ::: ?, 'X~ 
Writing like this, I should a~sume that the space-
time deDen~ence of ~roup parameters arc smooth enouch 
(;( ) 
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so that \·Je 111a;, consider Qr ( (1) CJ.s being 11 small 11 • 
I call the term proportional to the derivatives of 
the parameters i•lhich ar·ise::: from srace-time dependence 
of the transformation the local term; 
and the term independent of the derivatives of the 
parameters i.e. 2 rl. Yc;, I the syJ;.n.etry term $'lJrf~ 
since thi~ part has the sa5e forrn as the variation 
under the transformation without space-time dependence. 
~hue, I write in senernl 
~1 'i ~. ~ s~ 't ~I + ~ 3 vr ~ l 
~ kt. 
~3 11-~ < s~ '1 tPI;; b~ v,. n~ (3 .p 
b ')-siutifies that the infinitesimal variation 
is due to the operation of group element g. In 
s ... 
par·ticular, I am ~.:;oini.. to consider SH .... 
c.ue to the infinitesimal elements ePv and 
and SeA 
e "'A 
respectively (with the notation of Chapter 2). £~---t1.f" 
is, of course, given by (2.35) an~ (2.38), and I have 
to calculate only ~ d ---19-ot. \·;hich de}.iencic on Q(d['J) 
and <:?r foe., ) 
(a) \if ~ ( )/ ) 
From (2.31) and (2.26), 
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So it can be ceen that 
~H('dt1) IJ.ot. - ~r ~. L'F~ .> u.2) 
-f ~ -:F~ ~ ~ ( ,.{)r ~ ) IJc< ,; 'd.,. rXw e ... - + e - u . 3 ) 
E; l ~~-~> + "E.t- ~ f~) 
0r%is, of course, ordine.ry derivatives. Putting 
(j.2) and (3.3) in the expression of Yf ~ given in 
(2 .4·2), I get 
(b) \7r t 
Let us first examine the transformation of 
aprearing in (2.36). I shall call this quantity 
after Coleman and Zurnino, since this is a rather 
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important quantity together uith ~~. 
Ey substituting (3.2) and (3.3) into the expression 
(2.40) of ~t' I will get 
(3 .6) 
~~~t~r~-=- ;?rol f,t_~.-~~)-f,t-~F~) (e~~.J-e'lFiJ o.·n 
G", tit-~) .f E, (-L F~} 
li'ror.. the ex:;,ressicn of cova:r·iant derivative (2 .36), 
together with (2.15), I have 
Substitutinb (3.6) or (3.7) as well as the expressions 
I 
of <{. (2.30) for ~!1 or (2.27) for$"- • I get 
(3.9) 
ana 
(3.6), (5.7), (3.9) and (3.10) g__ive the required 
transformation law for the covariant derivatives under 
the local chiral Group. 
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83 The gauge fields 
The simple transformation law for the covariant 
derivatives can be recovered only by introducing a 
set of gauge fields. 
~ 11 · \ · · z · ( L1-) · th f ~o ow1ng ~ess ana u~1no 1n e case o 
chiral SU(2)xSU(2), I start by considerin~ the gauge 
fieltis for the ordinary linear representation 
formalima of croup I<"' • •rhe co1;:"truction of such 
~auge fields is well known since the work of Yang and 
(34) ( 7 5) Hills , Gell-hann and Glashow ;; • In the present 
case, we have bet of vector and axial vector fields 
. tJ (Uf' ~ Qr" J.: :.; ,.Ji tl! Yant-hills type transformation 
under the operation of the infinitesimal element 
~·tt tr ~ = l ,: r-f) Or + } '0 r f 
~ t• Qr = ( ; f· ~)a~ 
~~o-r= ( ~ f.ot )Cir 
>.;~ a,. = ( ~ r- a~ )Uj= + t ?, ol 
().11) 
(3.12) 
Except for the derivative term the above transformations 
constitute the reducible reDreEcntation 
of K". 
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To r.take the:c:. useful in non-linec:.r ccheme, I have 
to convert them to the quantitiec transforming under 
(I'}_/. the rule like (2.15) with non-linear parameter l 
For thic, I will try to use the relation between non-
linear rcLo.lization and linear· rcpresentc.tion of k"~ 
discuGued in Chapter 2. 
I ib couvenient no~ to fir~t conatruct the 
irreducible components as 
YJ (L)-= ur ~ a, 
trcR)~ur -~ 
Apart froD the derivative terffi, and 
trancforL under the infinitesimal elements of 
I ~H ~(Di't": (c F-f )ck (l_,J 2)o~. ([-(L)i,'J",-= ( :F ·ol) sf:( L) 
1 
S 11 <( (~)~= ( t F·f) Q( g) 





Frou theLE:, it can be :.;een th~t the "boost" i!.latrix 
·""D ( €~A) discussed in Char;ter 2 sholcld. be tat:cn a::; 
,j;;;t~~~ ft tfr-(n - tfr(n) . . 1 ~ IOr~1~anay1~ re~~ec~1ve y. 
8c. 
'.._'Lus by 1antiboostint; 11 the linec.r representation qr(L.) 
and tt~)accordirq:, to the cii:.:;cusuion of Cha::::ter 2 §1 
(cf e.~. (~.18) to set u non-linearl~ tr~nsforr.inf 
object, I a.J:: lec.~c:. to C::.efine the follouin~ ,.. . . .. r . ~~r~ , IJ.elns /,'·,· i 
(3.17) 
(3.1L) 
'.L'i:e S~'!.:L.etr;y :.s,art of the transfon.:a.tion of t:1eoe 
quantities under ~ G k ... i:..; clee.rlj· of the type (2.15) 
c .19) 
(3 .20) 
\:ith the fielcis Uf anti ar . So t:ne quan_tities f'it(L) 
nnd ry r( f .. ) ha.ve no def:: .. ui te rari t:y. 'l"ht: field.::; \lith 
definite ~arity ere ~efine6 as 
(:).21) 
. 1 • 
.J.. __ t:.:·: ; u .. (,:._·~·- i ::.1 0 C: ... L:..·j_'<;<. 
.- rv J:: . .• . .· -- . , 
c_ "f .. ~-. . _._,c_. ''· 
i.e. 
·-1 -tr:1 ~· .. - e c - ' . : -· ) 
2. 
I •• ,... ' \. ~·. c:..:, J 
l·. 1(·' .... · c· ·c) ., • "' J L.~.L .. t ,., • L-
c; .. :..:l:-: 
L_tc (.:...:....;_) L.:.t. C,.2~). •':x:-. 
sli rxr:i-1~ = ~ 'dr ~ 
$<~."X/ t = t q.oi 
r,• • 
\..1.--\. 
iF... - ~'F? 





0 .:.· co'· .1··J.·.L .... ·e··-l·v····J.·V''"'·. ···11'e·· loc·," chi··.·l ··-u·'(M' J.. ~ '-. L - .1. l, l ~ l.. l.l ~ s- ... "- .L -- c..;...J.. - .L "' . JoJ . , (, I 
to co:1:.t::.·v.c ~ · ... llt.: co\ :.ri<.•.n·~ c~uu.ntitio:·c. twt c:..· the local 
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~~ <:: vr ~- ~'Xr- (3.27) 
"·Dr tf = vr 4--- ~ ~ tx; -t )tjJ (3 .28) 
then I •·1ill have 
2~ (~~){Jet '=" 0 
b~ c Dr4)1u -:::. 0 
and 
b~(J)r~o>)= LF'J'PJ(~ .. ~r,J) (3.29) 
/\ 
iS a ( Dr (~ o > ) = ·c -t . '7 , ( J ) r vr ~ (l ') (3 .30) 
\·;here .J/ ( 1 ) =. 'lj , ( ~ J ~ (l ) ) 
'l'ht: ::;uiJ~:>tance of t~u= forecoin~ c~iscucsion i::; already 
fully realiscri by We~s &n~ ~umino forK~. 
c.. 
But it is 
due to the simpler ~nti more ~eneral realization ~iscussed 
in Chapter 2. that this elementary derivation could be 
rcu~ily a~plie~ to 0ener~l 
o:.wJl4 fD Covariant ~~ 
~o construct the chiral invariant dyna~ical 
~odels with a local lasraneian functional sane further 
COV;;.rian t qut:.nti tiG~C. bc:.:;inee a,~ (r; or ''7-;r -?.re ncecceCi. 
(a) Covariant curls of vector and axial vector fields. 
In constructin~ tte lacrangian, the kine~atical 
ter: .. of vector or a::iaJ. vector fielC.s should be 
modifieci ~o that it is invariant under the chiral 
transformations, anL for that I need usual covariant 
curl of Yane;-J·,ill fields. wince thi~ kinematical 
terb is not trouble6 by the ~reGence of non-linear 
quantitic~, I may a~:ly cirectly the techniques of 
Yang and !·tills (3!.:·,35) to linear fieldG (fli, (At ) . 
The irreducible part of (3.11) and (3.12) can be 
(3.31) 
~are r 
the .-.~<ll!lC com.bina tion of ar and fl( which C!._.peared in 
(3.13) and (3.14). The corres~on~ covariant curls 
are 
5 r cr,..) ~~~ J ~
=dr1f>d.~~ +j ~ (i:F~) f!' 
l i ·-l:l···· w· 




a~ain takin~ the parity eiLen-vectors, I 5et the 
followinG covariant curls. 
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Gr! ctre the c...,variant t,;enerali~ation of t.he?ruv-'d~~(Jr 
o.nd 'ta.v~t~ neec:cd to construct free la:;rangin.n of 
vector an~ axial vector fields. 
(b) Cov~riant curls with non-linear transformations. 
T~e ty~e of linearly transforming curls discussed 
above i& convenient when we need not consider more 
complicated couplins o~ gauge fields and non-linearly 
transforminG fields. But when for instance, we want 
to discu::;s the 11 magneticl! couplinE of r;auge fields to 
non-linear type "Daryon" fields, we need the covariant 
curls \•ii th sil:lilar non-linear transformations. 
above 
If the general techniques uced in introducinG 
is a~plied ~ircctly, the 
-t ~ :F-'i - ~F' 
rv- G e ±e 
"r ~~ :::. ·T' · 2 
quanti tiec. _like _i-ff 
+ G- - e'",..1-:;; e 
r 2 
are obtained, and they do tr~nsform like (2.15) as 
required. liowever simpler construction is possible 
without further introducinG non-linear factors like 
Let UG consider the quantities 
Ci -35) 
From the transforl!lations of 1-+r:,·iven by (3 .25) and 
(5.2L.) and those of ftgiven by (3.6) anC:. (3.7) under 
local chiral brOu?, it can be seen that the transforma-
tion of ~-t under the action of the group is 
s- tb._ T"( ) ( ~ - f}?)d;,_ 1- . I ~ rtJ I 00 rr 1 ~ d-· l '( (1) ·-f- 117r l (3.37) 
As for~-, it ic juct the covariant derivative Ij- '!, 
for local chiral crou~ defined in (3.27). Thus 
If ~e apply Yang-Mills techniques to (3.37) then 
we will imuediately cet the covariant curl of the 
vector fields and this is enough for giving, for 
instance, the invariant magnetic moment coupling of 
vector fields. Nevertheless, it is sucgestive to 
treat vector and axial vector fields in a more 
symmetric . ( L~) look~nc 111ay • 
If I define the quantities 
86. 
then the trarujform<.'.tion of the field~ L:erived from (?. .37) 
and (2.:;A)) are ·,;:t'itten in the form of (3.31) as 
s~ i; = (Lr·1? tit + fJ. ~r o/ ~· (3.39) 
i·lhcre cJr here st::.:nds for ~ (L) or 9t f't} and !Jf1: ~ '(1, ~( 1)) 
with (2.4) anci (2.15). Fron theae, it can be seen 
uGill6 the notation of (3.32) ~re the required non-
linear cov&riant curls • 
.i..cain takin::; the linear combination with 
definite parity, I obtain the followin~ covariant curls 
,. ~t- tkr ') rJ.. + 1-f r rl. ~{, r\J. ·t . fi-(. )A. -} -~rv = ~ 'ffJ - u.; ~ +-:tr Yf l r/'f'v + 1. ~ F 'f'll u .l+o) 
• I:J:. (j·r, of course tr<..nsform v;i th the transformation la\·1 
(2.15) under the lot..:al chiral SU('fl-)xSU('}t) 
~he tranGformation law like (3.37) corresponds 
to the ··.·.einberc'::; :r.oint of vievJ for the ;_,.:-"uc;e fields 
87. 
. l . 1 . t . ( 'i ) 1n a non- 1near rea 1za 1on • (].37) is valicJ. 
indepen~ent of it the transformation is co-ordinate 
dependent or not. If the vector field~ with (.3.37) 
U<ied to uerely replace non-linear ft factor in 
e;q..;ression ofilr y to ic<::ep the covariance under 
~tant chiraJ. transformation, this is just the 
are 
the 
~~einbeq;' s C.efini tion of vector t:;auge field.:.. 
§4 The relation bet~een linear and non-linear formcl 
gauge fields. 
In /33' r h<:.LVe derived h!O C.ifferent type.s of 
covariant curl::.. It c<~n . e seen that the 'han-linear" 
type (3.40) and (3.~1) can be obtained from conventional 
the line;: .. r type (3 -33) and (3 .;;·4) by replacing or ' o..t 
\·lith1r+, cp~- defined in (3.35) anc: (3.36). 
Now I shall show that this relation between 
and Uf , ~ ex};ressed in (3 .35) and (3 .36) can be 
interpreted a6 a local chiral transformation. For this, 
I consider the infinitesimal ~auce transformation 
u ._31) ltlhich is obeyeC. by ir-reducible components or tat 
Let us try to solve this equation for finite value of 
t bu inteLrating it. This can be done by considering 
88. 
the &roup oper<:-.tion alan;; the one . araueter :::ubgroup 
~- Ji t~H 1 (t is independent of co-ordinate). 1'hen 
(~.43) will be converted to the ordinary differential 
equation 
~ ~vo= (~f. F) ~ (t) + ~or a 
VIi th clt (c, ) :: ctr 
',;e chould find ifll) eft as Cfj (I ) 
'l.'be matrix (. ~ can be dia(;'onalh.ed by 






utlj f!: J~ 1t tJ 
u ·r -= I 
I hc;.ve 
~~ ~ l?t~ 1;' +1 CJr r. 
(No suniL.ation involved) 
(3 .44) 
some 
The solution of the last differential equation is 
But the la~ter i::. regular at :.A~ =u and reduces to 
the former if ~(:. {;"Oes to zero. Thus the solution 




'l'ransforming bacl:;. to \j'_t" b., the matrix U , I set the 
solution of orisinal (3.44) as 
rij.'C!)~ eCFI<It +; f,(lF-fYJ(( (3.47) 
vJhere the matrix function 6 (?-) has aj_::-peared already 
in Chapter ~ and defined by the series expansion 
of (t>~~ i) /~ 
Thus the finite gauge trans forme:-.. tion genera ted 
by the infinitesimal form (3 .l~3) is 
cJt)''J~ e•F·r if{+ J 5 UF-T)dl ( -=. 48) 
-"" . 
Apl.lying this result to the irreducible components 
0.13) anu (3.14) i.e. ef(fL} "'U( +~~ and clft~}-:Clf-0.{ 
with the element of the chiral part of the Group; 
90. 
(cf; ).1) and 3.16) 
In term~ of the:: jJari ty eic;en vectors (rr and af 
these can be written as 
_ i: Fi e ~ ~= J , ,_ ..f'i- '~' e ~ Fi ~ -~ vr + ': - or 
.2. 2 
-.. l { ~,(-iFf)·- fd LF1) J ~( ~ 
-A-~1~) -~Fi ,:Fl -iF1 ;F~, 
o.r e ~ e -;_ e u;· + ~ ~e o.t 
- 1 { 6 C-tF~) + 6 { l F-~)} '~} ~ 
Cor::)_)arin,_, the c.~bove re::ul ts \·:i th the expression derived 
in Chapter 2 §3 and §3 of the ~resent chapter ((3.22) 
and (3.23)), theGe ere Geen to be equivalent to 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
~hus, fro~ (3.35) and (3.36) 
(3.53) 
The G!eci~l chiral tr~ns~ornation 
just the inve:r·se-boo.:::;t opcl" .. :tor utilized ,;o much in 
Cht..pter 2. But l::erE: I ae1 takin;__; it as the locc;.l 
chiral transfor·r.-.ation e.nC:: at each sptce-tir.-.e point ·Xr 
I t.::tke corres1:ondini.:. Ftrar::eter ~-;o. 1.)_) 
Thuc, in ~articular, beside the usual 
_A.~{)() ~ . 
e ,., 7 5 cJ):: o 
I cen also write 
-A ·iflJ/') 9 OJ:. u · 
€ (7r'- ·trv 3 
~he results on covariance under local chiral 
tr~nsformation in §2 of the ~resent charter could be 
derived in somev;hut simpler \Jay if vie utilize the 
relation (3.53). For this, I shall consider a simple 
inv&riant couplinL of field~ a~ I have done in 
Chapter 1. 
'l'ake the 11 linear11 type "baryon" field <../.IJ 
described in Chapter 2, §1. ~hie ic acsociated with 
some irreducible re}JI·esentation ]) of suen.). Further I 
let us a<::sm:.e, for the saLe of siz.-,I;lici ty of notation, 
that it io also an orriin~ry Dirac spinor as in 
Chapter 1. The-", c.s l:a:::; been Eihovm in Cha1Jter 2, §1 
(also Chapter 1, §3), the new fields 
A 
'l"ol = ( e d . ~ rr ) J t tj;f 
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tr~.nsform as the re·~rcsentc,tion(li,0)6)(0,D) of chiral 
U-55) 
i:.; clearly iHv<~riHnt unuer· local chiral transformation. 
('l'hiG is just the: ordint.l.I';)' cov~.riant C.erivative for the 
re~_r-E.•ccntu. -::ion of chiral .SU rn,)::~SU(11)). 'l'hus, 
truncforbinb the fields involved in (3.55) by the 
-.A·~(:I) . 





ar: covc:.riant, anc: fro;·., -~hC:.: covariunce of tile r.;c.conci 
fori.·., the: ccvc..riance of ~ ... i t::cli" ce.n te concluc:eci .• 
'i'hic ic just .::w\·Jil,._. the covLtri;,mcc of J>{ ~ ana. J)r% 
. . ( .. '"'In •I . \.'.. -:; r7 \ .• §3 
, ~ven ~n ;;. o, o.nL. ;:.c.. J 01 • 
Chirc..l ir~va1·iant ln<,.:L'<~n .. ians 
In tbis chapter·, I \·:oul~ lil~e to a:._·:;_.J.~ the 
results of the prece~in~ ctapters to construct a 
feil exaL:;:.lt:s of chira.l invc.riL.nt laur<..n..;ian uol',els. 
Althou~t thcGe codels are chosen witi the Q~rlic~tion 
to tll.::: <..ctur::.l ~;h;y::ic.::cl ::_-:.ro,_ler.·c ii~ J.,ind., in the 
.:;.rc;:,cnt char.tcr I ;:;~~all ,~i;.::cu~:.;s !:.a.inl~· tl1e forr.:ula 
~tructurc of the~e la~ran~1~n5, and le&ve the ~ore 
~ractical ~roble~s to th~ next chapter where the 
detailed (ibcussion of ho\·t to brea!: syn.r etry irJill be 
.,iven. 
(a) The laLranb.ian and the cur·rentc without the ~·auG~ 
fields 
'rht: simplest exa; ;ple of o. chirc-.1 inv~·.riant 
linear fields ( .!\ . · · 
case of chir.:.~l SlJ(:J), ic:entifieft ~:ith the octet of 
pseudoscalar r:,esons (i(, l•C ~ ) • Consider the chiral 
( L~ • 1 ) 
Nhere \f ~ i:::. tho covc,riant derivative c~iGcu::;sed in 
Chapter 2, and a ic a constant. (•.le uGe the netric 
convention g = 
00 
L 
::: 1"~0- 2 :¥: ~:. 
t :. I 
1 , g . . = -1 for i = 1 , 2 , 3 o.n d 
ll 
' ) . 
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( 4.1) is the generc.tlizc: .. tion of the pion lacrangian 
~Tt. (1.52) cii&cussed in Ch!=tpter 1, §5. 
'l'he vector c1ncl the a:·:ial vecto1· current::; are 6efined 
by Noether'H theoreffi with reEpect to the infinitesimal 
local chiral transformations 
d= e b~U)· v ~ I + f fnJ, v 
and 
d = e folfvA 1'\J '~ sr~;))· A 
As in ChD.I>ter 1' s•-u/7 I have 
~ ,·== u. S;,r~~ vector currents 
;.v: == st.~ .:c:ial vector currents ~ ~rfi~ 




'rhen, c omparinb the1.. hi th the oricinal laGrangian 
(4.1), I finu immediately 
L<s ~ !.._ 2. ( v. ._ vr' -r A • A''J 
z(). ~ =• r r 
(4.4) 
This is the extention df the result found in Chapter 1 
§5 ( 1 .59) to chiral SU(4t )xSU('1J). 
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Let us consider novJ \·Jhat will happen i:hen the 
arbitrary SU(tY/) multiplet ( ~.) transformint; by 
(L .15) i::: included. I take tl:e simple::.t model 
la~rani:.L~n with ecsentially Yuka\•!a type coul•lint; of 
non linear 11 ::·.eson 11 fielC:.s to this multiplet ("baryons") 
Lf ·rr ~ ~ (VJ- ~) 2 + ~ l L. bf. \7r- M ) ~ 
+ q- 1 q: ~- fr~ Cf vr ~ <4.5) 
t11here are essentially C-G coefficients. For instance, 
in thL case of the chiral SU(3), if we consider the 
1 . 1+ coup ing of octet p-s mesons to oc~et ~ baryons with 
BBI·; Yul-:ai•ia couplinr.,, t has the ·,·:ell Lnovm forn~ 
/\ ... " ' 
-e ... == c ' -col J 1- " +- J. o .. c =- ~.. ..e , - . f 
The spin of the -fields is not essential 
althou5h I have taken it for the ordinary spin i 
dirac Bpinor to avoid unnecessary complications. To 
define the currents 1 the transformation la\•JS for v, r 
Liven in (3.9) an~ (3.10) are needed. Taking the 
( ~- .8) 
·f'i -~r~ \·F'i e-~t:t .r~ e· - e e + . w' 
·+ 2.ctwr z 2 
+ 24lt IJl (-e "~ ;- e -<Fi} Vr ~ 
where I write . 
"'ri: 4or't'~ 
fJ ;l = ~· r,- ~,-t'•lp 
Thus, I get • #, (II r~ ll'r + Ar'A -r) 
·= "', \7r ~ -vrl + 2't(i ~~ r 9t~ 
.+ '"r N r-+ q~'~ /Jrr-N rr 
or f.. f V( ,,H-rA/ A 'r- ( 1-1: tJ ~-rq-''1-{-'c ,_(')} 
:: -i '/1- ~ 9 r:J + q-; tJ,r p~ 
(4.10) 
This is the result stated in ~5, Chapter 1, for pion-
nucleon lasrangian. Sup~oce we add the acitiitional 
(F) 4-~oint contact term ~ 
.... ~ r JJt Nr-+ c,''tv,f wrr) 




ot f, '#- - tjA ~ 'f p""- M ) tf 
-4- .z~ l \1 r V r + ,A r A r ) 
(4.1•1) 
. ( 16) is of "Sugawarct form 11 e:xcept for the clliral 
invariant kinen.a"Lical tern: of t fielus. 
{b) 'l h . t d t. f f. ldc- ( 4 ) , ' e 1n ro uc 1on o gauge 1e u 
As it can be seen froc the resultG of Chapter 3 1 
the chiral invariant lagrangian can be made invariant 
under the local chiral transformation by replacing 
the covariant derivatives V,.~ and t?r ~ by Pr ~ 
and :~ t of (3.27) and (3.28). 
L r q r, c.f') 9r ~) 
·~J. (~ .. ~. \.fj Dr\.1--) (4.12) 
't ~ = vr·5- d-~r­
])r ~ - fJ ~- ~o/f ·'Xr+cf 
N+ ov" 
"f , ,1 are aefined accordins to (3.22) and (3.2;;) 
in terms of t;a.use fields ~ 1 q-r and non-linear 
11 meson 11 fields .§ . Eesicles the reJ:lacement ( 4.12) 1 
we need to introduce a kinematical ter~ of dynamical 
variables ur anci. t:(.t i.hich must be itself invariant. 
£tartir10 f:i:·om the chiraJ. invariant lagrangian 
oCj'.\f·(4.)) 1 the replacement (4.12) induces the follO\•Iing 
chanLe 
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Lj. 'f r'1· "l ~ ~ '1 <f; J 
--:J £~, Cf{Y[ 5_, Cf :J YJ- Cf) -4- LL + L\z. ( L~ .1:5) 
vJhere 
L1, = Q, {-~ q~ ·'X-t + r 'Xr~'A-t)-a (r'tv, r~-J-
rv•t Az=}Wr, 
Using (3.22) and (3.2)), I can write it as 
Cor.Ipu.rint; this \"Ji th the expressions 
for the currents, it can be seen that 
(4.14) 
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\·Jhere ~rand \//" are the toaE.e functi·. nal of the fields 
~ and l} as O.efineCi in (4.6) and (4.'/). 
The invuriant kinematical term can be constructed 
out of covariant curls discuc.sed in §3, Chapter 3 and 
can be \·lri tten as 
jl 'l + GffV 4- G-I"V) ~ = - q. 6f"11 T -+ l"'ll (4.15) 
If the lagrancian i.:; constructed out of (4.13), 
(4.14) and (4.15), it is completely invariant under 
the local chiral transformation. But then the field 
variables <fl~ and t},· can rerJresent particles Hi th 
~ere mass only and we cannot consider them as, for 
in;:;tance, the phenomenolo2,·ical 0.escription of knovm 
heavy vector or axial vector mesons. To give masses 
to these fields, I should break the invariance 
under the local chiral transformation. The mass 
terr.1 \·1hici1 is still invariant under constant chiral 
transformation is 
(4.16) 
This is the unique expression since the chiral inv~riant 
1 
bilinear form::; are ('~'/'tV(-) in terms of irreducible 
quanti tie:.; anci \•Je lliUSt eliminate the parity non-
conservin6 product term ~f-~r . 
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The au~ition of (4.16) violateE the invariance 
u::1C:er the loc;:al chiral transfor:.:,ations, but on the 
other hand, it has an attractive feature when the 
currents are considered. Taking the u~ual variation 
of the lagrangian 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
This is just the field current itientity of Lee and 
(-;- 6 .. r.) ... 8) 
Zumino :; ') 1 • It i::. shO\AJn t;; by Lee, '.;einberg 
and Zumino that if 
canonical variables 
~ ann 1fj are conGicJ.ercd 
and ordinarly canonical 
as 
comL:utationsrelatiom_; fror.i /.,are acsurned, then the 
chiral SU('/f)xSU('il·) current algebra type co;· mutation 
. ,.. . / 
relations beti·icen the cur-rents .A{ and ~ can be 
~eriveci anti that the Scllliinger terms a!pearing there 
are fini tc and c-nur:Jbers. It should be note~ that 
from the uerivation of (4.17) and (/+.18) the quanti-tcies 
like ruas&e&, couflin~ constants anc field themselves 
are unrenormalized. . ' (36) But it has Dcen s~own also 
that if the lae;ranL:ian Ltr is rencrualizable v;i th 
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finite l:ro:pae;a tion then the quanti ties appearing in 
the H.L.~ of (4.17) anC. (4.18) can be replaced by 
lhe coriespondinc renormalized quantities. 
/Jf· is still invu.ria.nt under the chiral 
transformation and the corresponding currents are 
conserved 
1P'' ~- Qr (/'' - o (4-.19) 
/ /") !JI ~(A(-- 0 ·gr -= -(7 ~ (4.20) 
This means tha.t if~lit can be consiC:ered as defining 
a quantizeci field theory then the s~ectral functions 
, , 
of the field operators 1/t (or rrr) and /J t (or lA t) 
contain the vector (spin 1) parts only except the ~ass 
loss excitation correspondine; to the % fields 
(Goldstone boson). 
E'inall;y, collecting (L~.10), (l~.14), (4.15) and 
(L~.16), the form of~"becomes 
JA~ r lj-(Lxf-M)'J-'- ~ ( rr.,:J'+fU"j.J) 
_ _!__ ( IV. tJ r + (r 1 z M r- /( rt ) 
2~ r r (4.21) 
-1-,;. 1ft-1') +Jtvl +"t J fJ + ~ 11 '(rl.fJ 
+ t\f rrx, -; z 
. · )' 'I'h f ' h . . ... 1 ' ( L~ ) ~ c _e urt; er J.nv.::.r~al~" coup ~ngs 
We can a~~ a few other invariant couplinos of 
phyaical interest to (4.21). T~ese can contribute 
to the anomalou~ magnetic moments of rarticles. 
( 1) hq;netic coul,lin~ to </J field 
104 • 
(4.22) 
re~resents ~eneral SU( ) 
. l.rlt- ~ ) /tl' 
c.nc .. lL-i 'rv i-=-, • 




lil:e f' of (/+.~) 
couplin~ between 
ure 11 non-linenr 11 cov<";.riant 
f is a cons·tant. 
(~) Trilinear couplin~ of the cau~e fields 
PI 
V·.'here f a::;ai11 
. /'iJ - /...~'~'. 
tetween t ) y. an<i L{ r 
(4.2::,.) 
the su(IJ) coupline:; 
It i.s a conG·i;ant. 
§2 1.'lle ·:~·henomenolo;,;;ical lat;r·angian 
:To u~e (4.21) (with possible (4.~2) an{ (4.23)), 
1'. 
as a<·phenomenolobicaJ. lacrc:,ngian, ;:e can ir~:!_~ose some 
further restrictions. The argument use~ by Wecs and 
Zur.;ino( 4 ) fo1· Lhe ci1iral Su(2)xSU(~) invr·.riant motiel 
can be a~plied to (4.21) without alteratiGn. First, 
it .:: •. ol;lri be not•. cl th,:.t tlH~ no::.-linec:r lagrun;_,ian 
(l~ .21) does c .nt~in tho terr.: like t pfj', \·Jhich L:odifieo 
1·.-. • 
Q.r fi(.::;_t_ i~ : .. . SL .l:C 'tC e: '-- _ i::t'..:r·c of c:.:_ 11 "'-: i~·.l 
-··. ,i ,•!. 1\ vector ... J.c ..•. ·. qr L'.lH w 1:'" c" c- ..... cc..:..:or f'icltl ~ .~·.c 
I :;.·ella· .... c::::. ~ :1c :..uLL!c tu -.. :;:itc it 
iG L'1c cir.;~:lici t:, •.:itL •.:~lie:: tl:<.: elcctro-r.l<:'.;_l1C.. ·~ic 
i:i.~tc:;:~.c ;;ion o::: ~ til:lC. c::.l>• ~~..:. L.trouut:ec.i. (C.f· li~). 
a. ~- ·z ..., z. z. z ) 
'..:'l:e11, loa~ in;:_; ~,_t th"' terr. ""i' (\f~J + 2:" lctr +VT .. · 
t~.e COefficient:_; oi' ~ q~ vr3 > .!.6;-~r , -~ u;- tJt 
/\ ~ 
unL. 'v.tl · C{ f L: (:; .21) c:.:::erft111..-a(f-,l], nJl+"~\ 
·z. 
vn ... _ndfr'l1l~au-,~)rec::•cc'.;ivcl~. (I ... ccorC:.il:;_; -~o t:lc <:.I'(;tnilent 
c:;.i..ou·i; (L~.1'{) m:L. (l}.1 .... ), I no·.: n. sv.1 cr.; e.nd ._e.G 
of n·. i. '.'he com i tic;.-. oi -~te a.bcc:1ce of the ter·;:·. 
0!' 
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~he coefficients of an c.. car, be concidereC::_ 
as the !.,ass squares of vector and <•::ial vector field::; • 
.:io j:iUttint._, .1'\1 ... -=- t'l1z.+a.~'l.. (; .. a:;s square of a}:ie_l vector 
field) the above con~ition can be written as 
- z 1 
pt) - "" 
-~ -7 ~ 
the ( ~~ )_~ are EUt?'t) g-eneralization 
~ -· 
of pion ficlts of Chapter 1. But the coefficient 
z. 
of Wr~) tell.:, u::; th<.:.t it i::; not ::.~roperly normalized 
aE thL :henomenoloGical ~e&cription of the particles. 
Thus de1"inin;_. the 11 ::,1hysic~_l 11 field£; by l"h- F ~ ,..-y 3 
condition for tLe correct normalization is 
In tE.rrur,; of introciuced above, 






It is iEpos~ible to ~et further restrictions by the 
chiral invariance alone. One of the \·:ell knoi'in 
results sut.,t:;e::;teO. from the calct;lation in the current 
al::;ebrn ir;:; the ratio !!i/m anct the relation between g 
and F. One way of recoverinL these results is to 
introduce an additional physical acsm:.ption of 11 vector 
vro~&bly c.:.n \~e cJ.tcn~~e:d tc ciii~·ol Li'L;(,;;.):;;::~tt(;;,) too. 
(1+~.;;::1) r.loer.:; cont01iu f.,~ ccnto.ci tcr~:- due to .'fYtf lf.-_ 
if ~~ ~-'l-- ocatterii':.ti cr.;:plitm~o·: i~:; .:.:·c:.}tai:t''ai t~ :.;.E:I 
o,l:,Ja:~·o ~~odiate<l b;y vectOl' !'li.oldc Cf • tr.~en ttc 
coc.fific:...cnt of a. roo.-;;:Lt;·le ~-t 4-:;,;ohlt Coi'lti:lOt term 
:uhoulci be .t~ut CfiU&l to ~ero. ..,iLLClO 
·prY..= { '"Jr -ti.1 tfr- ~ 1---r-) 1 ~-
~ { ~r +- t~ ( tQr~ "-Ej -- 'lCf +"r t~ ~ >) J} 4-' 
tbc cocfficiQnt in qu~Gtion io 
'l'bu~ I &;·.a,~ couclutl.e 
c.·= 
10C. 
Finally, I note that with the relations obtained 
above I get 




The laGr&hGian (4.21) rcduceG to rather simple 
form 
The model discucsed above due to Wess and Zumino 
does not represent unique chiral invariant lagrangian 
with gauge fields. ~einberg has emphasized the likeness 
of chiral SU(2)xSU(2) invariance in non-linear 
realization technique to the ordinary local SU(2) 
invariant coupling. According to this idea, instead 
of (4.21), we have ~ 
j]· ~ .r (VrJ)z+ l}z6t(f- ~ cr;,; 
+ ~ r l r, r ~ t _ z ~1 a-t') + n ; l} c 4 • 31 ) 
·+ C:f' ~ "fr 1r i/(f \7r~ 
vi here 
+' I I 
'Xr ~ Uf + i" ~ r 
I ,. I ·~(Jj/("'f)tr-..1 V"f'v : ?r tr~ - d"tl ifr +L {1' r \ Vy 
" 'rhe ne\"J L.:;auge field Vi .. transform under the chiral 
SU(?f.)xSU('}t) accordine; to (3.37) 
In this model, where there is no need ror an ~, 
field, the identification of various arbitrary 
constants can be done somewhat more simply. In 
109. 
particular (4.30) can be obtained as the result of 
the universal couplinG of vector gauge fields. 
Note that (4.32) gives according to the expre.sions 
F;iven in Chapter 
<a Uj/IJ«_ 
Kawarabayashi-Suzuki relation, the last expre~sion 
reduces to 
110. 
which is equiv~lent to the transformation used by 
S h . (3) c \rJHq:;er • 
§3 The equivalence relations 
(4.21) accordin~ to the idea ~iscussed in §1 Chapter 1. 
I:lut then it ::;hould Lc ren.emberell that tht:.- definition 
of 11 phyt>ical'' fiel0..s is not unique. If 1 for instance 1 
~ F~ i~ uaed as second quantized F-~. eson '-(~ ~~ ~.: 0 
any tr~nafor~&tion 
(transformed) 
lagra.nLian. This has the analOGY in forual field 
theory i·li th tLe non uniqueness of intorrola.tint; field 
operator. C 1 - I" • (~) • 1 f o_eman and uUm~nO 6~Ve a [;enerc"l. "O:COO . 
that the 11 canonic2.l transformo.tion" lil·:e ( 4 .)3) leaves 
not onl;>• the e:-:ac t on f;i;;.c~ shell S-i.;c..tri;; , . e..~.emen-cs 
invLriant 1 ~ut it leavec the v~lue of the sum of Feynman 
b:ra.~hs with u fixeri number of internal loops invariant. 
In ~articular, the vnlue of amplitudee obtaine~ in 
the tr(:)e approzination (Chal•ter 1) is not affected by 
such a tram:;forJ;:ation. InEtead of quotin;:, their proof. 
I i•!oulci like to t:;i ve GoGc e::<:ur.rlec of field transfor;na-
tions. 
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c alo~.e. '.1.'l~llu i:: t:lC : .. c.ns l'fl1 is · u t to :-era, 3 field 
~tu i~cntific~tion of ~r~itrcr~ coLGt~ntc c~n be 
ca_ried ou.t <..Gin the lc.:.:;t u0ction. lJut it :..;J.10uld 
iG nut ~ ~ro~er c~nonical transfer: ~tio~ uince thiG 
contain:..; tlH; L.erivative:~ of '$ ficlc.s. ':i~hu::;, even 
> 
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v1i th the theorem of Colcr.;an anC. ZUi~ino, there ir:; no 
reason 1·1h~ the nei·i sche1::.e (of ~~a\·:arabayashi) .should 
be CO!:'Ipatible ~<~ith the old one (of Hess anci L.umino). 
Let us consicier the: couplinc of j 's to Vt 
Firot the relevant part of Vess-Zu~ino la~ranLian 
is 
l 
.l') /\ 1. . 






+ i- c c 1 -~c) 0r ~ - ~ n-- o c J v;~ · ~ f3") 
9 ~ ( "~'< 1C'+ o(l--'8 c)'){y )' { -dr f ·Of· c,...?)} 
But because of the normalization condition diGcussed 
in the laat section, the last &~preGsion reduces to 
(4.3~-) 
'ro examine the analo;:;ous couplinc term in the 
Kawarabayashi la~ran~ian, I Ghould first repeat the 
analysis of the last section to relate various 




'rhe elimination of ten: like q..~ ·Ct.t sives 
c ;. __ - tl'/ l 
- ~~~ ~ 
·-1 A/ i•Jhere If"\ is the mass of a,. field. 
( l, . • 36) 
i" 
The norr.1alization Oi' c5' -fields is COLpletely 
I 
analOi;OUs to the \Je.ss-Zumino lc.11..;rangia.n and 
normalization constant 
I 4> ~~ ~ satisfies ( L~o .:;)6) 
i.e. 
Kawarabayashi la~r~ncian cernes solely from the term 
~ t ((/'~+~ ~}. (He t:iay r:Jodify the decomposition (4.35) 
to include vector field term like 
'f... ~ , .... c' l~r~ -1- ~ ur . ( • F- '? > ) 
But the contribution comine from such an addition in 
the case of the Kawarabayashi form does cancel.) 
Thu.s the corresponding cou~ling is 
(4.38) 
( 4 .YI·) and. ( 4.37) represent the 11 2 f decay process of 
1r. 11 in both \Jess-Zumino nnd lCai·Jarabayashi lagrane;ian. r 
Thus if I now require the compatability of two 
la~rangianc in spite of the improper transformations 
connectin~;; the!;., I shoul<i conclude 
. ~ -f ( ~;) l ~ } . 





.,., ,l_ »'jl 
Wl'l/Hiz ~2. 
1115. 
Of course, I will also require the equivalence 
/\, 
of ~j to 
and 
/\ -I-
CJc / and. put WI ::It, 
-2; 1. v, rn -= 2 
So l have 
(4.39) 
(!+. 40) 
'l'hese are just \jeinbert; and Ka\·larabaya.shi-Suzuki 
relations, which are, in case of Wess-Zumino model 
alone, derived with the assumption of vector dominance. 
This result is derived by Kawarabayashi although I 
have presented it in a little different way. Also, 
the essence of the arguffient is contained already 
. t' . . 1 b \" . b ( 7) l.n 11e orl[;l.na l·B_jer y 1e1.n erg • 'l'h.;, model of 
Kav1arabayashi can be re._arded as th.:.: e;eneralization 
of WeinberG's model discuDse~ in the last section. 
Unlike Weinberg's it contains n .p· , , "'tr ... l.e ... a. 
does not satisfy a field-current identity like Wess 
and Zur.tino ' s • 
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(b) Cronin form of meson-nucleon laGrangian 
The labranbians without gauge field (4.5) contain 
as the s~ecial case the pion-nucleon lagrancian (1.42). 
In Chapter 1, I have shown that (1.42) ~hich is 
the chiral invariant ceneralization of the Schv1inger' s 
phenomenolocical lacranLian (1.1), can be a}proximately 
derived fro1;1 the simple "linear field11 lab"rane;ian ( 1 .30). 
'l'he aJ..pro~~il:lation !1ere is tho.t I put in ( '1.42) 
; 
\"hich is equivalent toq =1 in (4.5). I keep this 
ap~roximation in the diccussion below for the sake 
of Gimplicity. Consider two forms of chiral (SU(2) 
invariant (apart from the meson mass term) lasrangians 
(l~.41) 
and 
( 4 .L~2) 
\vhere 
V" and /"are nucleon and meson masses. 'l'he mesons 
are represented by the 3 fields discussed in Chapter 1 
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and Chapter 2 and the physical fields is just q: ~~::;L 
rather than more con:~:licated functions of ~A as in 
Chapter 1. 
It has been explained in Cha;ter 1( 1 ) that 
(4.41) can be obtained from (4.42) by the transforma-
tion of the nucleon fieldG 
(4.43) 
\"/einbert; in (Ref .1) has already noted thct ( l~ .1+1) e..nd 
(4.42) give the same meson-nucleon scattering ai:Iplitud.e 
for tree ~ra~hs. Of course, we can construct the 
equivalent forru of (4.42) in chiral SU(3)xSU(3) scheme 
and it is this form rather than the 11 tlerivative coupline; 
form 11 ( 4 .~1) v1hich has been earlier proposed by Cronin ( 2 ) 
as the model of octet meson-baryon interaction. 
NO\:, the trarwformation ( 4 .43) is a form of 
the canonical tran~:;forr.:ation in the sense of Coleman 
and Zumino, and the invariance of on-maGs-shell S-matrix 
element under the transformation N·~ N j ...;a~ should 
be expected from th~~r equivalence theorem. 
To see the relevance of Coleman-Zumino theorem a 
little further, I conoider the aliBhtly more general 
transformation than (4.43) 
I .. I , tV·--+ f\1 ) N ~~ ec. r ~-.! fr f\1 (4.44) 
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where l is an arbitrary real constant. (4.44) 
cannot be considered as tte chiral transforcation 
of the nucleon field like (4.43). 
Let us exareine the nucleon-nucleon and the 
meson-meson amplitudes in the tree a;Iroximation usinG 
the la(;;'ranaL,ian ( L~ .42) and its transforn1 b;y ( 4.44) 




rt 2 -7 J. {1) ~ 
·Y'1" 1. v ; l~r "+" ..J. ,,. , 1 rt.J~~/~ l_Nf e-lV-:;-" ore e 1 N 
; iW (,-{ Qr + <%-• { flt (tf) -t-Trit rr.1))} r.J 
M 1\J/MI'J)N/ ..... WI N 1 e-Zi" i ·!. rr N/ 
71 -7.~ (1-():±.. j.. (,- "I -7~Ne ~ IV 
.. J!t(Y.l). = 'JI(f;f) scc!1·F~,;.F.t~~n·F) ~ f~A1.J-
-1 {(.f) ~ttnJ GIJ'j·F~~5l-:(jf) ~ Y1 ~ 
the relevant part of ef_' {f} for our purpose is 
..f {l):J< L f.fr tv- -~;.: 7V (fy AI f 1111/) 
'1ft N rtr7·1!f) or N 
- V1? N rJ + ~ fl-d )WJ W(r.t )f,}f 
. ~ 
+ ( 1-(Jl ,~ FJ (=F·t)'l f\1 
2A"l 
•J19. 
The ~-N scatterinL in the tree a~i·roximation is solely 
due to one pion e"_chanGe diat:;rams. The relev:.:.nt 
couplinG tern: in the above cL(lj is 
f_(l/..'1) 'ffl IV (f"l'·~) r~rv- 2~ "FJrc··q$)frlrN 
But for calcula.tint; on-maEs-shell E-:~ Ecatterint; in 
the pion exchan[e graph, the derivative coupling term 
thus m~tinL the secon~ term o£ the above expression 
equivalent to 
and the Nhole interaction is simply equivalent to 
Thus the N-H amy.li tude in the tree ap}.iroximation \·lill 
not be affected by the transformation (4.44). 
'l'he nucleon-me.sa:·l scattering is slightly more 
complicated. For the process 
Ned-¥)+ lT di.) ~ N f f..p_l} -+ 1J l-' ~ 




The contact diagram (a) includes both the second and 
the last terc of (4.45). The~· each give the contribu-
tion to T-rnatrix element 
( 4 .LrG) 
respectively. The exchange diasrams (b) and (c) give, 
i·:herc a.= c -l ~4/) I z 
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'l'he factors 1' ._ nd ( 1- { ) come re[j~.ec ti vely 
fro~ the derivative anci non ~erivative Yukawa couplings 
in (4.4~). FuttinG (4.46) anC (4.47) together, the 
ampli tu(ie is found to be 
Ttll-.1/W = ~.l3HJ-I)-i-l H 
I)). sr l- .,.. + ..a ( ~ ':, ~ • ~ " ~ ~. ) J (L~.48) 
+ l. Gt. , rrltt. ~ (-
J., r · s - ""''l 
The only chan~e cauoeci by the transformution of the 
nucleon field (4.44) is the overall constant factor 
(S /'l.-31-t1). On the other· hand, the only \-Jay to 
identify the arbitrary constant :::>.. is to con:pare the 
resici.ue of the pole terr,l of ( 4.48) vii th the knm._;n 
pion nucleon coupling constant, and this will fix 
the value of ~z (3{'-3( +I) uniquely. 'l'hus the 
A 
r::-henomenolocical lnt;runc;ianoe1 ( L1- .47) vd th the tree 
a:.pro:;-:im&tion ;;ives a unique value for the meson-
nucleon scatterin;; ~Ul!l•li tude too. In the case of 
Lie son-nucleon amplitude, \·/e can consiC:er an eve_n 
more ~eneral transformation 
N': -f(~~·l) tJ 
•·;here fl~J = I+ r-~ + ~ rz~, ..+ o r~J_) .. ;i th arti tr·ary 
2 
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reel x. This causus the a~ditional interaction of a 
contact type like diaur3.n~ (a) discussed above. 'l'hese 
additional contributions do,· however, cancel each 
other when the nucleons are on ca~s-shell. 
~4 ~he weak and the electroma~netic interaction 
(a) The field current identity in electro-ma3netic 
interaction. 
I \:auld like to C:ir:cucs the problen of introl'.ucinc 
the electro~~bnetic intcr~ction into the chiral 
invuriant model like (4.21). In what follo~s, I 
natur~lly concider the chiral SU(3)xSU(~) scherue only. 
Ly aiu is to ·· ut in the additional electroma.:;netic· 
interactivn in such a ~;ay th~t both the orclinary 
caug-e ir"v•·riance a_nc_ the fielC. current i~enti ty 1'!\ay 
be uuti~fied. The latter Gchemc intro~uced by Kroll, 
(3() .,.,_, h-;; L·3) 
Lee c.,_nci Zumino ,.)/,.-,t for the electromaz;netic 
inter~ctiLn ~as severul attractive features and gives 
a theoreticu.l l;a::;i::; :lor i.he aGsumption of vector neson 
various features cf electroua~netic intcruction of 
haclrons • 'l'he I--:aJ~\"Iell 1 S cqu&tiOh for GUCh oyGteJ·: is 
\"!rittcn as 
~ fr" = linear cor.1bin:...tion of vector Jjeson t Il.el.QS 
+leptonic currents 
1 ;:~ _ _,. 
FollO\Iin;... the ::,:.rec;crii,tion by Kroll, Lee <.lllL Zun:ino 
for the iso-:::;pin inv~.riant syGtem. I mal::e the follovlin[; 
replacement in tile cltino.l su(:;:;) inv;;.riant lacrnnc:ian 
intact. Dccauoe of this, I ~et imL.ediatcly the richt 
J( ~-( -= haci.ronic electro magnetic current) 
1' c vr ~ + ff or f J (4.51) 
Thi& is the field current identity. 
To see that this replacement (4.50) ~uarantees 
the Gau~e invariance, the followin~ expressionG for 
the covariant quantities discussed so fc.r Ghould be 
noted 
Vfl'-=: 'Jf ~ ( E,{~Ff) + E,(-tfJ)) /~. 
r--r = ~,, (€,( ~ R) - E-· c- ~f1>) 1<-
. ~ -~f-1 ?(r- -=~··i~ft.UF1J+t-,,-zt1J)Iz --tarte -+e ~~~. 
'X't.,.. vr I I+-< F'H ~ I;Ff>-t.t-<F-rJ)/z. J +Cit (e'F' e-'")/;z. 
() 
~ro~ the~e 1 I ~et 
~~ 3 ~ vr ~ - ~ ;t~-
-= (tiJr ~- ~ lrr·tF$) (E,(l;:l)+ Et-~Jlj/~ C'+ ·52 ) 
- ~ lArle~F"+ e_:..F'JJ/~ 
also ~ r - ~')'t + .. (tt~ -- 'J·u-( CF-~J(Eal[Tf)-E.t-rf1J)/2.. 
'f~ -;:f't)/ ~~L'r-~etr(eL -e 2., 
and thus 
1f <f = \7r \f>- ~·d'Yt+_ t <f 
: c 'dr - ~ 'd t .. ur J l/1 
·-+ t:t ( '~r ~ - ~-rr;- . 'F ~ J( fj { (~J- f,t- i F-1 J )/zlf 
--l ~ {. ctr { e~F"!__ e- ~~) /z.: tp 
'l'lm::; 1 the deri vu ti ve tdf ~ nnt~QT 'V in ti"1e la.1;ranc;ian 
ffiodel (4.21) always a~;ears as the combinrtions 
It shoul6 be rememb0red al~o that there is an extra 
ten: \7t ~ introt·m.ced. int~ a,,. field. ~~·Ut in the 
case of \<less and Zumino ( L~) dccor:;po.si tion ( 4 .2L1.) 1 ~ ~ 
term a~pears as only 
'i7r ~ + ~ ( e'rJ_ e· ••'~JI:z ·ifr 
oe ('dr~ ~ ¢ crr·CF-~) (6l~)+f,f-iF~)) /.2 
A~ the result of these articular combin~tion of 
v.~ctor fields <tn<.i ol'<Enary derivo.tives Qj~ the fields, 
the ;_,auLe invc...riance of electror.lai_;netic interaction 
generated by the replacement (4.50) ic guarantee~. The 
replacement (4.50) is completely equivalent to the 
ordinary formalisu of introuucint;; the electro-mar;netic 
interaction in \•!hich 9f <P and 9--~ Ghoulcl iJe replaced 
by ( 'd}" -~~, )~ and q- ~{( cl1r ) ~ The 
elec trornabnetic char~;e for the 
is, of course, th~t of pceudo scalar ~eson octet 
(4.54) justifies the \iesc-ZuJ:Jino ;::..'.."j" of int!·od.ucin.:..; 
J 4 r.tb:in~., (L~ .2L~) fro. the point of vie\·! of 
sim:Flicity. 
(b) The modified diver~ence equation in the presence 
of 11 \·!eak" perturbations. 
The uiverg;ence equ:..'.tion (l~.19) and. (11-.20) for trt' 
and C\r fields should be modified in the pre:-:;ence of 
the weak and electromacnetic interaction. In certain 
ap~roach to the current,algebra, such modified 
diverGence e~uationu were given the important role. 
(Veltman, NauenberG Refs. 19 and 20). 
'l'he moci.ific<•.tion of (4.19) ami. (4.20) (or as in 
Chal,ter 1, the FCAC for!~ \!i th !!!eGo!~ IT:acc terr.;) \!i th 
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the electromasnctic interaction can be done by the 
( 4!~) 
metho6 of Adler • The following argument is more 
or lesD ~arallel to the Adler'G discucDion foun~ in 
(He f. 44). 
First let us consicl.cr the vector field. UJ- and 
the diverGence equation (4.19). The electronagnetic 
interaction is introduced by the replacement (4.50). 
Starting from the laGran&ian without the elcctromnsnetic 
interaction 
(4.)5) 
re?resents all the fields other than 
I have for the la~rangian with e-m interaction 
~~ - I. ·+fOwo 
~ /f0~!t) +-!t2u;~ifr'" (4.;6) 
Here 1 of course 1 lrr J t etc. in (L1-.56) are different 
from the ones in (4.~5) since they obey the different 
equation of motion. 
Consider the infinitesimal virtual displacement 
of the field variables 
~cr- /"\ - } = LT·fc£ 
~O; A i~fo 
J 
(4.~7) 




where 7 is SU(~) Generitor matrix correspondinB to 
the multiplet 5f. Then for th::.s vari< tion as lone; 
as it is cocpatible with the ceneral constraints, 
Gell-Mann Levy type variational equations hold. 
Under the variation (4.57), the terr;. r/:((}r., ~) is 
·kiJZ ·- ~ if invariant anci the mass term 7 2 u;-"fr cives 




·= ~ c + •" l £ q - ~ c:Ar;. )2 J 
v?l~o 
lit 
f3 <ltr . 
l ::: .s 





As for fields, consider the virtual disTlacement 
correspondint, to <:1.!- infini tesi!t,al chiral transformation 
?; a,. = < F·ri 0 ~f'dr d 
r;/\ ~- J /1, 
c) u.., = L ,_. oc (./1 r 
~rAt = 0 
I 1 (4.60) 
And instead of (4.56), I write 
(4.61) 
is again inv~riant under (4.60) and I Get 
(4.62) 
(4.59) and (4.62) are required modified divergence 
equations. In the case of SU(2) with the only iso-
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vector part of e-m interaction considered, they reduces 
to the form considered by Veltman 
~ ~~~ = t-
?1 ~t ::: 
-- lt (2 0) f th v e ntan · ur e r 
e rll '.A Jrr-
ecllrA~r 
conniciered the modification due 
to the perturbation of the weak interaction type. 
Thiu aivergence equations·can be obtained by the 
replacements of the field v~riableG of the following 
form 
ar __, Clt + t w r 
v-~-vr+~vJ/ 
1r1here G is the ·,;eak interaction constant. 
I 
l 
W f~ correspond to clifferent ;Ja!'i ty parts 
(4.63) 
boso~1 fields. Then for chiral SU(2), I can get 
the divergence equations used by Veltman( 20). 
?rCt r = (;r( ~r AAJ[t -+-Wr VI\ g r) 
~-!C': cro.¥r v J\.!! t ~ ~r A qr) 
} (4 .64) 
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CHAi_:rr2H 5 
'i'he breakin[;. of chirz,l LU(3)xSU(3) sym .. etry in the non-
lin~ __ realization tc:chnicues o.nti. the a~.-:lic&tion to 
the interaction of the hadrons. 
§1 The introduction 
In the previous three chal;terG the }lrinci:t"}les of 
the non-linear reali~ation techniqueG for chiral su(n) 
xSU{ql,) synn.etry have been ciir:cuGsecl. I ~·:oult: no· .. li~ce 
to !'re~..:ent some a:t·J.:lic<.:.tion~_; of chirc.'..l SU <::: )xSUC:) sym.:etry 
with the ~henobenolo~ical la~ranLian of the type 
diGcusseu in Chapter 4. 
~here ~re already ruany exaEiles of succeusful 
ap1lic~tion of noh-line&r realiz&tion techniques for 
chiral SU(2h:SU(2) syrm.etry( 45). Because it is free 
of the lc.borious computc;.tions involveC: in the cu:rTe::nt 
al&ebra techniques, it hac been found to be quite 
useful in understanding soEe aspectc of elementary 
particle interaction even t~!our;h in many cases it 
just reproduceG current ul~ebra results. Also, this 
technique found the a}:r.eal to soJ;:e peo>le because it 
emphasizes more ~trongl:y the symmetr~-- or the t;;roup 
theoretical .;. oint of viei•l for the 11chiral dynal:,ics". 
The siwil&r ap~licetions for the chiral SU(3)xSU(3) 
case are hiadereC: by the fact the:.t there is yet no 
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definite prescription of hov; to take account of the 
symrr.etry bre1:.kin~. Of course, this problem has 
its parallel in the current albebra a~proach. To 
estinate 11 0"' terms 11 , for instance, one il.3 al\•iays 
forced to mal-:.e on& or another of the plausible 
assurr.ptions. In the phenomenolot..ico.l lc~grangian 
method ~ith chiral SU(3)xSU(3), the good agreements 
with experiments were achieved often by putting in 
the symr.1etry oreaLinb "by hand1', for instance by 
replacint, so:,.c invariant mass terru in the lacro.ngian 
by the physical 11tasses (/+6 ). (The best exa1~ple of 
an curlier applic~ tion o:;: chiral SU(3) syrr~netry hith 
non-line~r realization techniques is found in the 
paper by Cronin ( 2 ) , vthere many of the ideas >·lhich 
have n.ore conveniently :t"orrw.lated later are already 
present). 
Recentll, however, a theory of broken chiral 
SU()) symr:.etry has been r.;roposed by Gell-i"-~;:.nn, Oakes 
. R ( 47 ) lth ' f t'" . . ' and. enner • f... OU£11 mai.y o · · !leJ.r J.aeas can 
. (48) be found in the works of frevious autnors , they 
presented their method in such a \·lay tlu:;t it for!.n.llate.s 
the prescri:r,tion to the c;i ven l- roblems >.Ji th see: •. ine;ly 
r.~.uch less ambiGuity. In :particular, the tlefinite 
ratio of the str~n5th of SU(~) cin5let an~ octet 
1]2. 
comj_jonent of syL:l::etr;} i;re:;u_in[.; :part of 5trone; 
intera.c tiom; sut.,r;ested ;:...s a t.ind o:::· uni vers.::l 
constant. 
The original authors treat the problc~ in 
terffis of currents un~ thei~ cor~~tation rel~tionc. 
Lut it iE straishtforwar~ to construct a parallel 
theory in ter~c of u chiral la~r~n[.;iun with non 
linear realization. In fac~ the sin~licity of the 
Gell-i·iann, O<:d;.e~ and :Renn~r scheu~ becor.:c.s r.:.o:..:t 
apparent in the latter ~;pro~ch. A very thorouGh ctudy 
of th6 benerul structure of ~uch a theory h~s been 
,:-;iven by Lacfarlane, Sundbcry and ~·!eisz. But their 
et~h~sic on the mo::;t Gcner~l definition of the fields 
v1i thin the non-linear re.:-.li7..c. tion tt:ci.niques .:;cer::;::; to 
~ive their work a forbiddinely complicated a~rearance 
without re;:.chinL the essential sir.1plicity e:~r·ected 
frou the ~rou~ theory. 
§2 The breaLin._ of chir<J.l ~.:;y:.::.:etry in .tile non-linear 
reali:;::.ation. 
It iG ':Jell knm:11 \·:i thir, tl.e fr<:. . .rr:evJOr~. of ordinary 
uni tarj' s~•u:.:etry th< t one can re::re.:.ent t]~e [,j·r.:; .. etry 
br·eaLinL .art of the inter<:cction c,s tl:e cul.."uin.:ction 
of .::.il..j_.le re:.re::;.;nt, tiom; oi' t!IC .SU C>) ~orou~:. And 
the simrlest anc. the :·.:o:::;t .i:·O.c·ular one i ,. to con.sider 
1:;i3. 
the •-'cro:~L i .. tc!·;:u.:ticn !Jc.:.,iltonie.n a:::; -~he co:.bir:.: tion 
of D.il .Sw(j) :-..;in~lot (i.e. ::;~·, __ .. ctr;y · rc~:crviH._) anc~ 
the octt:t re:t'rescnt:.tion. Gc::.l-Eann, l ~-;~ec a:r.d 
Renner ~eucrali~c thio i~eL to chir~l SU(~) cyL_ c~r;. 
'J.'l::.e;_,· u.:;_;ur .. o..: th:-.t :.e .:~ ,.._ e .. r;., :.rec-.1-::in._, c.::..:: tc 
cont>iC:c:;:cd r ... G the siqJlc (line<-r) re:·rc:..;cnt;:.tion of 
:.:iLple;. t one 
\:l1ic~J. satiGf"ies vt.riott~ ~j1~,:-sic~.1.l rcClttirement:.J. '_'l1c~ 
c:~pre::;s tlii.:; idea iH ten. of ht:u~iltonian ci.ensi t;; 
rcs;:-.-on .. :iblc ::.·or the ;:;~"L.!:.ctry brcc.!:in~·· 
(;:-.1) 
d1erc (A 0 e.nd tA V c.re the .SU(]) sin1...;let anc~ oci:ct 
containeC. in C5 .3 )(1}(3 .:; ) re~-r-e::;ent<..tion. Cf course, 
the c:-;i.ra.li ty implies the different pari tie.s and W, 1 Uf 
should Le concidered as the sc&lors since the symmetry 
breakinb' intcractionC)/ ::,till conserves the parity. The 
inter~ction of the form (5.1) has ~een use6 ?reviously 
.L (L~9) in tLc chiral lc..LranLian ne ~..hod • ~u t Gell-i-:ann 1 
c uni(iuely c1etern:inN1 nu:.i-'C!" inde!Jcl·.c~cnt of the j_:·ol"ticulv..l· 
f•h;y::::;icul J:l"OCGGS unc.er the consicler·;;.tion. 'l'he:· 
dcter;;,Lle t~-.<: v~lue of t;J:w nu11.ber- c fro;. the 
consideration of ::.;iLi:::.le L:atr-i:;~ elementc of the currents 
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\;i th the I;CAC assumpt io:cc, c:eri ved fror~ the trc:.nsforma-
tion of <~-3)i·(3.3) repre3ent~tion under the chiral 
;.;,roup K. , anci. pror;oe:;e to u.se the E>ake value for 
:; 
trea tin~; l1iorc cor.jplicD.ted r,rocesSL ::; • 
In e;:p:::-ecaint; the ic~ea of Gell-ho.nn, Oa.l:es and 
Renner in terllis of the chiral lacransi~n scheme 
di:3cu;:;sed in the :t:reviou<.. chnptero, the firc.t ste:~ 
is, of course, to construct the quantities like ~o 
or ~t in ter~ of non-linearly transforming quantities 
I • I 
like J·;J or l.f"p· But the construction of (linear) 
reprcccntetion of chiral Lrou~ within the non-linear 
realization sche~e has been fully discu~sed in Chapter 
2. This is the pr·oblem solved by Coleman, Hess ancl 
., . ( 0 ) LIUIIIJ.no 0 • 
Followinc the notation of Chapter 2, the representa-
tion D of the chiral ~roup can be constructed out of 
non line.:.r 11 fields 11 4~ as 
1::rovided thEt the represent .. tion~ of the diagonal 
subGroup H (=~U(3) in the case considered here) spanned 
b:r '}~in contained in D \·Jhen re::; L1·icted to H. 
It should be noted th~t Gell-hann, Oakes an~ 
Renner t;tart froJ;: the hamiltonian formaliz.L1 1 and 
the non-linear reali~ation sche~e diccucccd co far is 
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is conveniently expre~scd only in teres of the 
lae:;rangiaa. But they also demand thr t the syn:n:etry 
breaLin:.:; hamiltonian shoulc:;. be o. Lorent?. sec-lor. 
This requirement is satisfied by the inter&ctions 
which do not involve the derivative of field variables. 
For such an interaction, the relation between the 
lagrangian anC: the hamiltoniaa is trivial. 
For the salte of illustration, I shall ::;i ve first 
the construction of the for~ like (5.1) UGinc the 
non-linear fields ( ~~ 1only. The construe tion of 
,;':)1 ; 
the particular repr·escntLtion (3,.))+C,3) from ~ ..... only 
is possible, according to the theorem of Coleman, 
\'Jess and Zumino discussed in Chapter 2, because this 
representation contains the scalar reprecentation 
(singlet) when restricted to SU(3) diagonal subgroup. 
ChoosinG a suitable co-ordinate system, the eighteen 
conponents of (3.3)+(3.3) represent£ tion can ~c biven, 
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On the other hand, '!. fields are goint; to be treated 
as pseudo scalar with respect to space reflection. 
Therefore if, for instance, the octet and cinGlet 
components{ U.} are required to be f:Co.lor so thc:.t it 
can ~e used to cons~ruct the ha~iltonian of the type 
(5.1), then the above beneralization does not ~ive 
essentially new construction over (5.5) and (5.6). 
§3 The pseudo scalar meson lagrangian. 
(a) 
The .chiral syr.~Letric la&rang:i.an of the pseudo 
scalar meson octet ic given by 
(5.7) 
2 
This represent~ the masG-less particles interactinL 
with each other. If, in addition to (5.7), I may 
take the syi:ir..etry breal'::i!it; interc.ction of tyr,.e ( :~. ·1) 
there is the poEsibility of givin~ them the finite 
40 
macses as well as their physical mass splittin~ within 
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within the octet. Taking the iso-opin hy~erchare;e 
conserving men:bers of the scalar part of the 
multiplet (5.j), I \·till v1rite Gell-I,;ann, Cakes, Henner 
type symr;etry breakinr; interaction as 
\•Jhere (.;(~are Liven by (5.5), fto .:.s an arbitrary 
constant and )._ is to cancel the norn:aliz2.tion constant 
of the physical P-S octet fields. I start by puttine 
(as in Chapter 4) 
cj>;: C p~ cJ P-S e-dd J -= ':\~ j i 
Since the interaction (5.8) does net contain the 
derivatives, the kinematical ter~ of the meson 
lagr~ngian is contained in the chirel invariant part 
(5.7). 
and 
As given in Chapter 2, 
v, ~ = r;;. '} ~c"F~ r r l:- F~ 
~ t'dr! + oc~') 
} C17r '! r\. : C9r ~ f- ;< g. -a 2-'Z 
'- =' A; 





This in fact implies that within our ~imple ~o~el of 
the symmetry breakint;, \·:e cannot account for the 
difference between the le~tonic dec~y constants of 
P-S mesonc within the octet. 
For the ~urpose of the present discussion, it is 
sufficient to consider the firct few powers of 
in lJ-(1) and (};;.(1) t;iven by (:,i.5) and (5.6). 
Expandin& (5.5) anO. (5 .... ), I r;et 
the (~J ... ( 1- ~·1.>/a. -+ C P'~)r; /zt; )HJ + 0 ( ~~ 
u.;c_~ -=-( V ~ - ( V'"i) 3/, .Jo1 co ·+ 0( ~s") 
~:hich can be explicitly Hri tten in tennc of 
Uo -= 1- '~'l.s + (J. ?/36 + OCJ') 
U ~- ~~ (-I+ filz) cl~J'- ~ JL 
+,irr Qt"'~ ~t ~ .. 1 .. ~c: + ~l},:J_ ... 8 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Futtin~ (~.10) anti (5.11) into (5.8) and taking it 
only upto the quadratic term in , I get 
C)! ~ {6 J. 2 ( r + ~ d r: i ~0 1.; ) 
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Choosing ;Cto be ec~ua.l to .At 1.=- Q. , t.\nci introducinc the 
physical P-;.; i.ieson octet •,;i th the usual assic;nment 
for charge etc. this can be ~ritten as 
(i ( {i +c) ( 2rrt rr·-+"1To2 J 3 
+ f!. lUi--=- )(2 K1-1'C ~iK~K0) 3 . !). . . 
+ ~ (~ - c) 11. } 
~his io just the mass ~er~ we want. I can identify 
the macses of P-G meson octet as 
/wn z. = f/% ( (i + t:) 
t~z= roz .q (p- ~) 
t"~l= r/· q (f2 -C) 
If I fit the expericental value for 
(averaged over isosrin multiplet), I ~et 
an G. 
:z -a 
1'-" b -= 0 . Cf 6 t" r-. 
This 
"L C, 2 
cives ,.., = 30.26x 10 (l·iev) while experimentally 
I. b 2 t'"1 = 30.11:.::10 (Hev) • 
I should remark at this point that here and throughout 
the following, I entirely neglect the problem of 
mixine;. 
These results with (5.9) are the ones obtained 
in ti:te paper by Gell-Lann, Oakes and Renner. (5 .15) 
satisfies the Gell-Eann, Okubo maE:s formula for 
squared masses 
(5.1'7) 
~ext I consider the problem of PCAC. When the 
chira.l symmetry breakin[:; part of interaction is e;iven 
by (~.8), the axial current:;.. ~iven by the v~.ria.tional 
l1rinc ipl~:: fr-om Lhe given lagrangian, as in Chapter 4, 
satisfy the divergence conditions 
From (5.15), the riGht hand sides can be written in 
terme of the physical meson fields 
/A" .. ~' ( .!. ~ . 3 .. ..;- ~rdrc:J'j;) 
-:: { ~r." 'A q;. l~:. '" ~. l ~r.al c}._ l.=-~~r.6~7 
l rill t ~ ~= i=B 
'rhus I have 
·"J A~r- '4f~ztP,.(I- 9-z) (5.18) l -
.. 6;\'' 
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U~to the lincur ter~ in }-S weson fiel6s, (5.18) is 
just the exi_JI·ession of FCAC 1 and coefficientc 
t;ives the "residue of one meson .sint,;ul.:u·i ty". 
'l'hus A- F~ t;ives the (uniform) le::~tonic decay 
constants of ~seutio-ucalor ~eson octet. We have 
within our a~proxicution 
(5.19) 
But (~.18) also has cubic correction term, this 
implieD th~t PCAC cannot be assumed in calculatine thee 
meson-meson ~catterin~ amplitude. Thus if the off-mass 
shell meson-rJeson e:ur;pli tude i~ calculatec: usin.::.; QJ;: '10 
as the physical weson fields it will not satisfy the 
Adler consistency con~ition. 
Unlihe the mass relation, the leptonic decay 
constants Fl. and llr (F'7 cannot be r.:easured ·oec.::use 
of fast radiative deca~ are not too ~ifferent and 
(;..19) l!'r.- FK C<:lr! 'ue con:.iciered as rea::;onaule. 
KevertheleDs 1 the 
should be sol:!eLOi·i accounted for. I may 1 :for iHstance 1 
incorporate into the laGranLiaH terQG containinG the 
6erivatives of ~ fields like 
L~ (5.20) 
::itl: C.,,~~ -~ C,;) ... :.~l~i~le::t ~!o·. cor.:.tn·.ctcl. ot~t of 
() 




to (.:.. .C.G) ... ct. .. :ol ... 
( . .. ·- \ :;,eLV/ -+- .,. " .... J. ~ . 
A·z_ c 1\' ti(J Fn 1 -
'). z ·-t- c 'A' /z [j FK l (~.C. "I ) 
-
A :L + c 'A'l/r;s F1" 
tiH:::~..>e c[si. i..;c ~olvcc:, :..>.._.-.:.L~ u~ .i.'ittin~, tl •: ·,_,.:-.::.uc of f"/f"r. 
cL ~:c.Ll <.u:. F'ltt./Fn . ·:-_'id.:: i oCifi:;:..; i.:.:.c vc.::..uc oi c 
c.i.t. ;,riB~·-· i L even clor Lr to - fi . 
c .:...2) 
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r, D.J:'L CO.lC·L,l<J.tecl tO ._;i Ve 
f"J "" s-,. o Mnl 
F~/ rn ""' I' l (/.. 
On the other k.nt~, the r: tio ')1 1/~ 1 ilj turn"( out 
(:_.23) 
probabl~ unc~ticfactory, anG it will ~L faun{ later 
tlt:..~~ for other· c<:clcul.. t:i.Oll•..:. liLe Jd"• :::.catt..rin._, lcn;;th 
it i:_ iL~.ortant to ur..;c the ~lhy~ic<..l F~ ve;.lue to ::_;et 
the re<...sonc .. 1;le .:::~<-reer .. ent. 'lhu::; thi-. sin~plc J::indccl :: cheme 
rc:ltio is correctly tie:.;cri!Jed. It h.:•.s 1)cen cuc_L_;c:::ted 
th~t thic un' related problems can ~c trccted in a 
satisfactory •:1ay ~ihc_. at least the vector and a:.:ial 
vector LQU~e fields are incorporatec( 50). The trouble 
seems to ~e that it iu not strai~htforward to 
co1wtruct Gell-h::mn - Oakes - ~enrwr type inter.::lction 
to tcscribe, ~or instance, bector meson ffiass oplittin~ 
or the Li:dn1; beh1een octet and E--int_,let r.1esons. 
(b) Leson-mcson scatterinc;. 
Let us return to the non-(eL·iv~ti;e interaction 
(5.8) or the corres~ondinL term in the laLran~ian 
l 1 ~ f'o' A 2 ( tlo + C U 11) 
\·lith (5.::;) for ti.A. 
InterestinG point ~bout the non-linear realizntion 
schemG is thut the introtiuction of ffia~s tern like 
(5.14) does autom~tically ~enerate higher artier teres 
in ~ fields required from oy~_etry. These ter~o in 
ceneral contriiute to the other ~hy~ical processes. 
Thu.s the fourth order ten! of J fields ( (S .10) anC. 
(~.11)) Give rice to the 4-point contact interaction 
amonG r.:.esons i·Jhich I;.oti.ii'ies r-s ,,;eson ::;cattering 
am1~li tudes. Cor.1i_.":Ut in~ J. 1 above up to fourth order 
usin~ (5.10) and (5.11), I bet 
• is 
The contribution to the scatterinc RL0litudec frou 
the chiral invari~nt term (5.7) has also been computed 
by Isham an~ Patani(51 ). 
I cet 
po.<'CI4.~ I [ IJ 1 1 ~] ~ K ·1L = ~ l z- 1 ( ~t 1j ·E) - l 'r 11 J J!. 
-t [ i (~,'J/"J!)('dtK·K ·+orK·i<) 
-+l.i: (1rAQJ.1L)(~tKr2: k -l-<rO''()fK) 
2 f . 
. I /t 2 - J., 1 
- ~ 1! 2 Q; k ~rK - 2:\?t ~ ) !-<: '1'\ 
_,. f ()t ~. K) z. + (?t k· f< )z- (k dr l< )('¥t)r}<) 
·- C K · K) ( ~, 1< ~ r k) J ] 
Then I Get the contribution from (5.25) an~ (5.26) 
for each ccatterinb process as follows 
(A) 
Sr-"ltea.,.:) 
.t = b~.(~:ll·1!1- ~.Jifnr)' + ~ h' 1T '~-) (5.2'7) 
ComputinG the scatterinL a~rlitude for the procecc 
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1:1here 
(B) k 1t 
L:~ ~ ._!_ f (!!. · :1 !f ) ( 'd r K· K _,_ ''J r K · 1<) 
12.~' 'T 
- ,.,1- k J rK - (?r 11 .Jl k · k 
+ '3 i l1T ll ()r -rr) ( 'd~"kTQ: K·- krQ'Qrk) 
+~;r'· + r.,. 'lJ -T17. r<. k l 
The scatterinG auplitude for the proceDs 
is 
-'fi· t< I f z l l (' I • 12X., (3't- (Z~-1f, .. 2f't< JS~,. rl~f 
(5.30) 
+ 3 c: ( s· - u ) e '·4~ ( rJ;, ) f,J } 
~~ S:(la-4-f~t, U=(A4-~pY "t:~-(.£.,.--i~t· 
(C) K, K 
J:;-rr.A..<~ _!_ r~r~· k)z-l-('dl<- ~)l- (R;;)<l kJ'iV bA't ·1 r 
- (¥.1< 11¥: Jtt<) +rrc1 ~ ·K} (5 .;1) 




= ~~ (-3s-tl~+ -zt/J(~t$•s +a~t~t~) <5-3;_) 
~ s = c~ .. +'r)' 
It should be noted th~t the amplitude::; (5.28), 
(5.30) an~ (~.32) do not sati~fy the Adler conGistency 
concii tion, in accordance ~·:i th the discucsion on the 
modified FCAC equation (5.18). 
To recover uuch off-mass-shell con{ition, I can 
redefine the ~hyuical meson fields so thnt the PCAC 
relation holdD urto higher order of meson fields. For 
in~tance I can put, from (5.18), as 
Then (5.18) becomes 
~,.. Ar L ':# ~(~., q;;.' + 0( 4>:-'r J 
'l'he effect of .such tram:;formation (i.e. to use cp/ 
.. 
instead of q. as second quantized meson fields in 
.. 
our "tree ai;proximation11 calculation) is to add to 
the T matrix elements the correction ten .• s proportional 
to 
In thib way, I modify the off-mass-shell value of the 
scatt0rint; amplitude so that it noH satisfies the Adler 
coned tion 
T;"' ~ Ta [ (S-~a·)ttf&d +liA-/"11 1)fAa~At 
·+ ( r--r rl') s" {. s c4 ] 
l-rrK = z/;.& [ (i:+-L */'-Zf./-Zr,l) cf"' fr 
-+ c.'l ~-- tt >G·~"~ ((f;;. ·J., J 





He r.:ay even have 11 exe.ct PCAC 11 instead of (5.18) if it 
is put directly 
~~I*" ~J{ Vi 




(5.36) iG the ~arallel of chiral SU(2) divergence 
equ.:..tion (1.80). 
At this point, I can compare the results of the 
present section \vi th tLose of Chapter 1 (§5b). If I 
I 
take from the expression of u"~in (5.5) the terms 
containing "pion fields" J: , J~, ~.3 only, these can 
be explicitly ::oun:1:.cd up anC: I Get 
'l'hat is I I 
r~· 
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But this is just the expression (1.76) on chiral SU(2) 
and shO\·is that the syr.metry breaking term f./ ~ 
is essentially the 4th com~onents of 4-vector 
representation (~,~) of chiral SU(~)xSU(2) group. 
-1 "* The representation (3,3) + (3,3) of the chiral SU(;)xSU(J) 
contains the representation (~,~) when restricted to 
the chiral SU(~)xSU(2), and the results of this section 
can be considered as the generalization of Weinbers's 
scheme ex~lained in Chapter 1. i r 
The analysio of the ~eson-la5rangian presented 
in this section is essentially not new. It can ~e 
('') found in the paper by Cronin L where the identical 
form of the sy~metry breakinG ter~ is used. Moreover, 
so fur as mesons are concerned his point of view is 
more t.,enernl. 'l'he results of this section (:;.27)-(5.32) 
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coincide with Cronin's if, usinc; his notation, a..,.= 4/3 
;; 
in hi::; formulae. This is as it should Le since a~=4/3 
:; 
in the exiJansion of !:Jason :~tCJ.tri;: in Cronin's paper 
corresr:-onc,::. to the e:q:onential meson catri:: used. in 
the preLent theEis. (Cronin consi~erG the wider form 
of Deson matrix instecd of redefinin~ the neson fields 
lil;:e I l<oOJ.VC done. £'or instance, FCAC results \<i th 
Adler condition can be obtained in Cronin's formalism 
by puttinL the coe~ficients of 3r~ FOWcr of me~on 
field::; in the 1ae::::o:1 :;·.atri~: a .. to zero. 'l'her.;;e h:o 
;· 
a~1roachc~ Eho~ld be e~uiv~lcnt ~a hac been sho~n by 
• . . . ( 7) n , • 1 ~u (. )' l 
,;e1nbcr.; lor c1nra .':1 \c: anu 
anci. ~.!eis::. ( 10 ) for ,;enerc..l case). 
(c) The ve-ctor ,,a~e fielC:.::;;_ 
studied by ~acfarlane 
I hetV(.: oeri vee. tl"e t::'~{-rccsion of r.·,eson-DCGOrl 
the f'orl .. 
-5~' 
C, .. ,.., .• e·l·:- ··. ·· ··e·D···-, (. c:.' L..L-- ! ~o~ C---b 1 t-o. • 
( r= :-·r'\ 
_.l•jU,I 
On the other hs.nl , it ic.- uc::..l 
LnO\·:n ti.1.::t the lo ~~ ene:;.·L~- i::eson-r_;t:.son int<.:ro..ction c:1n 
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Le acco~ntcC ~or rath~r ~e~: ~y the vcc~or Co~inahco 
~ .. OL-el •.. einLcr,_ in (i.·iL'f. 7) ;..:ho· .. ~; th:·t r.i:': cl'i::·c.J.. 
the saLe rcGuJ.t for lo:.' enerr;y ·7[-ll' cc;..ttcrint; as 
the non linear laLro.n,jc:m o.: :Lon: (5.32.) 1 c:.ccJ_-t 
•• "' ~· • .1.. • ~ "' 1./ , Ctl..L .l ;.;rei".ce o:.. I,J!e or·c.er or 1 .,. I'~ •• 
'i'[LiD re~El c ca:: ;_ c- i'or;.,aL:.j- '-:·. tenc;c. c'. to the ca.se 
of c!lirCJ.l Ai (3). Fror .. th~..: ~~aim; of vie\i of hysics 1 
for 
·r 
inst,·.nce, f' ~I~" 
-o .~ i"- not too ..... n~;.-.1::.. 
?or til'- :..<.Le of the :3i~.:: licit:· 1 let u::. con:...:..c'.er 
the SuC) vercion of • .. cinlier[;'E n:odel ;;ith non linear 
type vector u:cc;on:.; ((;h.:-.::_· .• Li-) 1 r:1the.r thc.n ':iec:;:: o.nd 
:...ur.:i11o or 1~<.1\l.:...rabayar;hi !:.odcl. Let uE. also 6.icrc~.ard 
tl·e r•"l'';·,:.trv -....rea.1 ·J.' .,,. ··:J_· •·h ··e"· ·e•c·•· to Vector JTIC"'OllS 1 "-'.; J ••• lw J ..., c; ..:.- L.u \.. L, l. u .i lw • •;;J • 
As it hau been deEcribcri in Chapter 4 1 the lagrancian 
in question ib of the followinG form 
\·I here 
ane;, ~I' is 1 a~ usu2l, equal to 




i!ere of col.ir;je F 's are o1·ci.inc;,r~· I<' :.,atricc:::; of SU(:;:i) 
"' i· l.-= t. -··,1 
'l'l:.c li:ac.s tcr1:1s in (; .• )G) ~.nd (5.39) are the ~~ar:e and 
the ~art.s of the sc3.ttcrin~ ar:.~·litude corr.in..; :..'ror.; ther.. 
are iu~ ependent of the :"rc:~ence or the absence o: the 
vector field::;. 
Go far &s th~ Leson-mecon scatterinL i~ concerned 
(~.39) Giffers froD (j.j&) by the rreGCllCe Of tte 
ter~:1 
""l (!> 2 &.111 z f' 
- . r ..-4- c;· trr· . OJ 13 ~ cr 
c:;.4o) 
The firet ter~ ~ive~ the contri~utio& to the amplitude 
because of the 4-pt contact term 
(5.41) 
v1here t ~) and If-) represcn t the initial and U.e final 
two meson st~teG. 
On the other hanCt, the se:conC terr.; ._;i ves rise to VHE 
interaction f.:J' or t<J' erj-t 
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The ccntritution to the ~catterin~ a~plitude corneE 
f'ror .. the vee tor r,·_econ cJ· c.han.:;e ciia'--rnr.iS 
On the other han~, from the conci(c~~-tion of correspondins 
diauraus h is ueen to repreGent the ~omentuu of the 
exchant:;ed vector r:!ef.;on o.nC::. the L.ain contri:.:..ution to 
the intet_,r-c.J. over L comefj from K ~ P-S nteson 
raoment_a.. In the loi·l energy re:~ion >·!here ~ ~f.:' for 
l 
;!;he external momenta. I may conclude -1</ k.,.-r.; thus 
1l 
if f;t« t" , ~S-J<v/wtz in the vector raeson proragator 
can be neglected compared with term and the 
above e~pression reduce~ as 
- ~ )"'z f .. , 1 f~~ <+-1 ~ ~t (11) P\lt'8): '~ > 
')(c-.:)._!._, 8·J· ~ ct:rl-'6- J 
-t\1 
= (-~) ~~., r4.,.) <-f,: f3r"1 Cl): li '? 
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which does c~ncel (5.41). Thus we will be left with 
~ J 
the contribution coJ.Jint., fror:. oric;inal ~ ~ ')) tcrr:1 
only. ~his result is inde:!:'en6ent of L.mvarabnye.shi-
Suzuki relation, and the vector meson exchanLe term 
disap~ear~ ruther th~n dominates low energy scattering. 
On the other hand if the ~-L relation is ussu~ed, then 
(5.42) take:.. the usual fan·. in the vector donlinance 
n~oc:el ~ fijl ffj; cp.i @~"f" 
\·Jhere ~ :o are the phycical F-S meson fields. 
In o.ddition a,,._J ( Vf ~) 2 termc Live 
the 4-pt contact ter~ 
This is still half as large as original contribution 
I. 
from (~ 'j) 
§4 heson-Baryon interaction 
(a) 
In this chapter, I would like to consi{er the 
interaction of P-S meson octet with known baryon octet. 
The chief interest here is acain that the sym~etry 
156. 
breakinL term in la~ranzian wLich ~rimarilly accounts 
for the baryon n~~~ splittin~ within its octet ~ives 
rise to the ii".ochfication to lmoJ energy meson-baryon 
scattering amplitude. 
Follo\';int; Gell-1-'.ann, Oakec ;;.ncl Henner I ar.1 lDing 
to use the interaction of the type (5 .1) 1rJi th the same 
value of c e::.,timated in the preceding section by fittinG 
pseudo-scalar meson macseo. 
I 
This time U~A in (~.1) will be constructed, 
accor(;_inb to ( .5 .2), -,.;i th "linear fields" tV~ tal~cn 
as soue bilinear combin~tion of physical octet b~ryon 
fielQS so that the interaction (5.1) gives riGe first 
of all to the Laryon mass terms. Since the baryon 
!( 
fields ( ~.; ).:~1 tre.nsform accordinG to (2 .15) \·!i th 
f -ei:F"l,') ~ . .B. 
\, '"J J 
I can get the followint SU(3) covariant bilinear 
con;bination (with right parity). 
(i) 
, 
The octet ()(.: ).:,~ 1 
( ii) 'l'he sin.:_,let Xo 
, 
- Xo = ~~u 6 7- ·13.: B; 
~ ... ' 
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1-1here o1 , (3 and l are yet undeterr:.ineC. const.:mts and 
m0 represents thE coefficient of chiral inv~.riant maES 
terr.! 
UsinL the same notation v.s the la:~t section ( (5.3), 
(5.4)), I can write down the required chiral SU(3)xSU(3) 
multiplet as 
(5.4?) 
'l'he syn.; .. etry breal~inc; intera.ction har:il tcnian (}I: -Uo-C lJt 
with (5.47), (5.44) and (5.45) a~ove together with 
the chiral invc.riant terL (~ .LJ.t,) g;ivet.i the baryon mass 
term 
~ 
trna4o ~ t\1 0 (I+ t) L $~,B.: 
.. -. 
+cMol <1. drJt ~ 6t + fC-4rj 1 ~Bl} 
If :Ui 's are identified in ordinar:J \·:ay ·.:i tL 
~ Mo (I+ a - .~ - f! (/.) . ( ; --=-+ ~c)= ~) 
(.3 - I 
... ~ o (I+( - ~ ) AI\ (3 
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Thus the musses of baryon octet is identified as 
V"tz= rtlo ( 1-t ~ +- .'- rJ. ) 
t3 
V'1w~ t11o(1+r-~ ,.f!.cp)· 
2(i' '"Z 
( 5 .L~9) sa tisfics GeJ.l-hann, Ct.ubo mass forr.mla for 
linear mass. 'rhe expe:r·imental t1t1 = 1153 ;.:ev, .,.,., 
= 939 LeV, ~; = 1;:16 i·.t..V and ttl,.= 1115 NeV CEtn be 
fitted within one percent. Thus I cet the estimate 
of the parameters ~ool , W,o~ and rl'tD ( t 1"1 ) as 
~·ll+h) .. i I >4 Me~ l -~0 C::c( _! 3'1 Me'V' (5.50) = 
J 
{i 
fvto fJ. t f - -111 0 Mtv 
-
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here a~ain, the derivation of the baryon octet ffincs 
formula io equivalent to the elementary derivation of 
G-0 fon:ula unuer broken SU (3) , .. Ji th e3:clusion of ~7:plet 
(..-~) 
froni mass term :J_, • 
(b) ~eson-baryon scattering. 
'ro [,et the esti1:1ate of r in chiral syL:J.:etry 
bre~tin~ tenn (5.45), I must try to fit scatterinG data. 
Unfortunately, nan; of the known haGronic reactions 
are vezy inelastic an6 I cannot hore to cet cood agree~ent 
with experiment by essentially a perturbation ar~roach. 
The way to tD.ckle the probleL related to the uni te.ri ty 
with the phenoLenolo~ical la[r&ncian mcthoC is not 
yet fully developed. Thus I will have to confine 
myself mainl;y to the e:~amination of elastic KN and Tt N 
reactions at threshold. 
The contribution to the scatterin~ amflitude can 
be obtained by COirlputinL.; the chiral sy1r.metry breaking 
terr:. in the lar;rangian. 
p. I· 
rN -
upto second order in 'i fields. lt'rom (5.~-'7) this can 
be Nritten as 
L~~ ~- [Ji. ol:j, ~i.~.i X~ 
+ L ( 1 (P.i)~j XJ + ~t -x-;)] 
_, ( ~3 '1 4 ~~ dBj i l'; j&.) )(' 0 
(5.51) 
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Inst~~~ of writing down full RHS of (5.51) in ter~ 
of physical meson and baryon fielris. I shall extract 
tcrms coHtributing to E.:i'I and i( H scatterin~ 
(5.52) 
L ~k: ~~ [~ lP- t )Cat~~)( tJO"~ N) (f(Ch() 
+ t (i- :)( U +e!)(~tJ)(j[F)] 
+(.; 3 (5.53) 
UsiuL the result of the ~-revious section on J:tesons, 
Since ro""~tl the influence of syr,:r:.etry brec:d·~in.; inter-
action to 7( N (or an;-,'7(.E) reaction is expected. to be 
small, and the results obtained fron. chiral syu.1etric 
lagrangian may give good a~l-roximation(54 l. 
In atidition to (5.51), there is a chiral invariant 
meson-baryon interaction ter1.1. 'l'his, I take to be 
essentially the fore siven in (4.5), the relevant term is 
161. 
·. 4:J ' -i~= -;. c-:.J""J' ~q~tl-z)fd.._J1g6rD.., (5.54) 
+ CfA 6i1rtr f,ld~.t +ll-rJ'Jt-·=>f jll )'P! ~t 1 ~ 
The first term v.ihich is tl1e form of 4-pt contact 
interaction corr:.ec :ro!;l tLe covc:riant deri v.- ti ve of baryon 
fields V,.·Bc: in the kiner:.atical ten, of baryon 
la~ranbian. The second ter~ co~es ~ro~ the chiral 
invariant for1r. of 'Iuka\-.•a-Cou:t:.linL, o.nd GA (written G' 
in Cha~.ter lj.) i.s renorrr.alized. a::ial vector fori;i factor 
for baryons. ol t is ordino.ry d./:f r<:'.tio. 'l'hio terr.; 
BiVeH rise to the Goldbers~r-Treiman relation for 
ci1iral SU(3). ln t_;eneral, the contribution of the 
derivative Yt~~awa couplins in (5.54) throush Born ter~ 
is small coml_.ared ,,,ith the contribution from contact 
teru. ~he latter, of course, corresponds to the 
current co~:mutator ter!:: in orc.inar;") current al,sebra 
1 1 t . (~.2) ca cu a·J.on • Thi~ can be replaced by the vector 
meson e:~change term accordin[; to the idea of vee tor 
do~ineace which unlike in the c&se of ncn-linccr P-S 
!:1e~;ons e:~plained in the laGt chaptel' '.:orl:s in a. 
straiL;htforviard '.:ay. 
E;:tractinc; the r·elevant terr for 1f N and ICH 
(5.55) 
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1 d~J .. - - -rr a.,.) w{': = -fi~ [(N<litrN)( ~~.1<-orkv~" 
-~ 3 (N r r tJ )( K 9t K'- 'dt K- tc) J 
+ ~. [~3 [ql<'..til(r~AJ+ h.c J <5-56i 
+ Cz.t'-1) f gt Kfo-~ ("£._(J.(t~)+ t,.c} J 
HE sc;:;•.tterini.;i l_~nl,th 
It iG obvious that ~l. chould be more advantaceous 
for the :tmr~ ot:e of e.~;tir.:<:.tint; 'h'fl! (, chir.-;.1 3Y!~ .. etry 
breai~iilL J;taGs, since tLc.: corres:._..~ondin::; ter!~ in 7l. !! 
is ex~ected to be ccull. 
Let us evaluate first the contact terms, i.e. the 
(5.53) anu the first half of (5.56). 
'l'o cOJi:rute ·i;he ar;J" li tuue in term. of it::; iso-s:pin 
components, it i:: convenient to urite (5.53) and (5.56) 
(5.58) 
16;; . 
\ihcru ....... (" ( I<'+ iihile p;,. = - , 
( ~i .58) oho•,;s d1a.t the chiral iHv<:.riant la<....ranciaE 
t.,"i ves the v.:...hisLin.._. of the 1=0 am1.li tw:e ( e~.cel1t for 
the :Sorn terr..). 
~he contri~utio~ to c ~ave iscs~in a~plitude 
fro~ (~.57) ~n~ (~.~8) ure 
kN ~ t :r =6 = ( A + /-'t B ) -r = 0 
- ~11 ~'Z- .!..) (.J.. (-.~ -&) -~1 ) 
- :\r: t ij z .?fJ 3 r .Jfi. 
Cs.6o) 
A:.. :::·or -~~.e cor;.tribution fro1., Yu~~<."ti·ia. cou::_.lin .... , I LESt 
co;::I::ute the C:.ia'-,·:-.:.L l.:.clOi: ::."ror:. ti1e latter ltalf of 
().:_}6) (r> (f() 
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\... • I ,• 
' ... his ;_;i ves the va:J..ue of a,.,-t rathe::c :::· .. a:lcr th::.n tlle 
fl'. t!l .... ( ~~) 
v u].t~c Ll uu tc d in :.;a; __ c C-.:e ~. 4G) , ""(.,., tc.f" """ · ""'0. -~ 7 fr · 
On ti.t_; otl:.e:;,.· :1anC::. if I cor.siL~er /o '"'"'"C> for ( 5.59) as 
Thi~; corrcc;::ont-~ to ~tc lact evaluation 
i·ii th i.-:; il.entic .. ;_l v.i th tl~c culcul<:.tion b;,: 
Voll n- ;_.!_---~_-el '"'nc" J';l (5u) \·i-'-h c·,r·;·e··t co• · ut,tor· 
_._ - - u.. ' ,_._ •- v •• ~- - H ···'-· o. techniq_ucG. ( tu "S. 0 for (5.59) actually Givea 
\·Jhicl:. iG Von ! .• i~ ~-el et al. 's esti:.:2.tc). 
As the r.;attr.:r of intereGt' I CL'.l1 fori;mlly comrute 
the ar.:J_Jli tude for the Rl;- react ion fror:: the la:::;ro.ncian 
().~·-1) anC:. (;-.54). Corre::;l;ondiJ!C to (5.59) and (::;.60), 
I cet 
f fcN' Mr; 2{Z (fi C · [ HI J 1 T- 1 = .L: -- •~ro 2--) - I ( rJ. +f) , 11 • - 2-'>: ~"l 2 416 1' •-r c (5.67) 
'I'he con.tribution of :Lorn teri .. S are L...__,C:ti:l sr:.all. (They 
can be o~taine~ fro;. (5.61) nne:. (5.62) by ctan~inc the 
1(:6. 
LCi.lOi::intctor f11,., +~~/"-/~r.· b;,· ~fJtr£1BI +f'rc)• 
(:;.GG> 0 ivec a larL_:e (ahout tllc h.'ice of Q~-rf) r;ooitive 
.,.cattcrint; len,~th. E::pcriment~lly this is L:;iven.S, 
The contri~utio~ ~ue to 
s-wcve unitarity cut for 
( r.·6) pax·ticularly lart:;e ..; • The Gituation i~ not so bud 
for ·I=1 case (5.67) but a[ain cx~crimentally the 
It mu;y "be of intGrer;t to con~l-~-rc the c;:-.lct<lation 
of the lJT aE:.litude ~re~ente~ ~ere ~itt the earlier 
uor:. by !_;chechtcr, U- - , ,. . . (L~6) e~a ana ven~ur1 • In tl:e latter, 
the ma.::;s s:;:;littinic, of b:·.r~•oll octet::: c::.re y.ut 11 by hand 11 
in the qua~ratic baryon mass terr1, and there ic no 
4-pt ter1_ directly arisint fror.1. such sy!:unetr;:,· brca},_ing. 
liov/evcr, the:y treat the chir-;;.1 synmctry follO\·:in[; the 
model by Cronin discuDsed at the en~ of Chapter 4. 
'rhus the Yukavm couplin~: .o.:p~~ears in the non-·deri va ti ve 
forr:1 and the contribi.~tion of I:orn tert! i:::; a& larce as 
the contribution of 4-pt contact tent (alco of non 
derivative form). As a result in their ~odel the Eass 
splittin~ of buryon octets can affect Gcattering amplitude 
at threshold through L and f\ poles in the Born terms. 
"rl1e t;ooci abreement uith experiment h&s been obtained 
in this \·!ay. 
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N ffscutterin~J· length 
(53) Peccei C<~.lculated 1t.N t:catterint; lenc;th usint; 
the l-;henomenolobicu.l lat:;rant;ian \··!::ich ic equivalent 
to the chiral inv~riewt mecon-baryon laLranLian 
give~ here. Apart frorn the ~roblec of the effect 
of the sym; .. etry b:ce&.;~int; \·thich iG uh1ays sup~ osed to 
be small, his treatnent is very thorough, and reasonable 
agreement with ex;eriments iE obtained for the s and 
p \:ave scatterinc len[;th. 
Let u::; 110\·i discuss t:ue effect of the sy1::1.:etry 
l.:reaLinb N'fC intera.ction (5 .52). Usin£:. the values 
of par~ceters which have been determined already, and 
::;uttinc P\rt 0( to 200 heV, I get the following estimate 
for the S-Have iso-spin Br:lilli tudes 
-f rrtJ I ( /"'TJ Mfv) I-=3/z = - -Z2 ~ 11'" 2 
(5.68) 
+"fi" 
- - ( '"" + 22 rlf") . :r..=y l. A;,' 
'l'he part 22M£~ 1 only comes from (5.52), and the IX, 
reEt comes from thl"! chire.l sym~ .. ctric c cntac t ter1.: in 
(5.55). ~he contribution of Born term is extremely small. 
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'i'he sy1..L,etry urea~::in.:.; affects only the iso-::>pin even 
couoination of the amplitude 
.f -+ = .l. ·( 2 f ljz -t -f' Vr ) 
3 
and has no effect on the iso-s~in cad 
brea~~in:_; part nnker~ it to 
which Live:.. the correspondin~: scatterint; lene;th as 
tl. +-A. v ... 0 '3 (/' ,-') 
(' r• J + 
Experimentally ~r , a is smaller and some tiut~ io 
+ 
con6istent wit~ a~ 0. Cne way is to a~~eal to the 
effect of (53) resonance. AccordinL to the calculation 
..,. 
in (Ref. 53), theN resonance contribute si~nificantly 
If this value is added to the result above, a+ will 
be reducEou to 
et+ ~- o ~o 2(f~~) 
which is not too far froo the estimnte by Woodcock 
and (!::7) Samo.rayake ::; 
Ct +- "" ~ 0 ... 0 l 3 :t: Q • 0 0 J (f q .. , ) 
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T~is interpretation ic not an unique one. ~ecai rejects 
the use of a sy: .. r.;etr;,· breul~in.:_ ter;., anC: rroposes tc 
reasonable assyrr;ptotic behaviour at hig:_ ener-gy (5t) 
and t_:,ets alh.ost com:;::lete cancellation (\vi tl1 the 
. . 1 .. ~ t . b t. \ or1~1na ~ con·r1 u 1on,. 
Q + """' - 0 . 0 0 ' ( f'rt-t} 
'rhe arguments for- the 11 rec:.son~ . '~le assyr;1ptotic oehaviour 
of tree di[· ... r-a!,.s iE <.;eneral has "ueen l~ut fon1arC: by 
. . ' ( ;;:,'() ' "L . t t . I 11e1Hoer6' ~ ano. severa. 111 eres 111G ccn.sequences 1ave 
been t:erived. but tl1e above result ju;=.,t q_uoteci 
certainly cannot be re~ar~cd as showin~ the relevance 
of such a scheme, since this will _eave the cymnetry 
brea1~int; contribution unaccounted for. 
(Tf £) 
'rhe I=O co1~tponent of .!11 arr.pli tucie has no inelastic 
channels openiJ.(_,' at threshold. The part of chiral 
symmetry breakinb terr,, (5 .51) vlhich contribute::: toiT.Z: 
scatterin;; is 
·'- -- ., ct-~2 ( 1 m~cJ . c ..u. ~) 5"·2n-
- - ·- .,.__ rrr. 0 ~~ --
(.. 6 \'I Jta 
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and. the chira.l sy1 .. 1:.etric part ol the interaction 
(5.70) 
I=O a.Jh}Jli tude is 
'l.'hc Eicco:1C. terr., i·ihich re. re.::ents the effect of the 
sy1;1r.:etry breal.:ing is extr·e~:.ely sr.1all anl: the .:u:.rli tude 
is !.:ore or less 11 chiral invu.riantil. 
(5.72) 
AccordinG to r.im, ct,a{l:O) h; about 0.'7( /''IT-') but the 
uncertainty is very lar~e. 
(TfJ\) 
1T A scatt'"rin~.o tc::rL c<oe::; not occur in th~ chiral 
inv~riant contact ~eson-baryon interaction (the first 
part of (:_j._5it)). In the current alc._ebrc. calculation 
;.-:i th :;,oft meson ar~.roxi!Jlc.tion' a;,, == 0 . 
'rhe ::oyL.betry br·ea.kinc; interaction /.,(scattGring) 
of (5.~1) c;ives the contr'i'uutioi. to 17./\ 'scattering; Q.4 
171. 
The S -wave scatterin~ am;litucie at threshold is 
The cor"I"eoponcling s \iave .scatt;_rine- lent_;th is 
a..,.tt -'V o.oo4CJ~n-•) 
and still VCrJ' sLall. On the other hand, I mu::.t still 
consider the Lorn tcrt. due to the coupling 
comin~ from the second half of (5.54). 




NUJ,,En·icc.::.lly, for iJ( =0. 75 this t;i ves the scattering 
lent;;th 
172. 
The breakinG of the couplin~ constant 
The construction like (5.47) ia of course not 
the unique syn.l~ietry bre<:ddnf.~ interaction 'iJi thin 
Gell-hann, Cakes, Renner Gcherne. The one advantage 
of the l&Gran~ian Lethod is the ease with which various 
:po~ ... sibili ties within a .::;i ver. syr.~J:.etry ::::cheme can ;je 
exploited, and \"ie r .• a;y tr~y to study soJJ;e other 
examples of broken chiral SU(j) than the one ~iacuGsed 
above. 




\(\I :: e'· r.~ 0 
V"o 
.. _() __ 
y, 
y., 
Yc.·;; \: j fr r e;/. 1 D~ +- f 1 F:.. ) s (5.'78) 
The corres:t:;ondin6 Gell-i;ann, Oal~~es, Henner type 
~~ ~~q.t( Jf !-y + c(D·~ )rJ Y,;·) + O(flj 
= z 'XC, 'f {i_v;c ( 1. y; -..f.,. Yl + j, Y1) 
-+ (i - CJ.i. ( I1· Yv- -+ . . .. + ~ 7 Y-7) ( 5 • 7~;) 
1/3 
f t[i-C ~gyf} +<H~') 
rs 
1 ... 17 (./• 
The interaction like (~.7 ) ~ivos rise to an additional 
Yuka~.o;a type cou~~linr; and break;:; the syu·.etry of the 
Dorn term e:;.:r:re:..;seC:. by the chirc:-.1 and .SU(3) syr:1r.etric 
coupling in ( 5 .5L~). CoJ;!11arint. the residue of Eorn 
ter~s witt or without (5.7 ), and definin~ the ceoon 
barvon cou_ulinr, constantc. Q. 1 bv ··e·wralized J '-' d(i 68 v u ! - . 
Golclbcr~'l'reiJ.an relation, I :;et 
"' 
vi here 
WI/+ f?_-C '?()2. 
t-:J 
"2. i.4f 0 
or \d thou t ( 5. 7 ) • Numeric ally, tnl'::inc «l= -1 • 26, 
(V,.-CLz) .. "o.f ('g . 
As to l:,e e::pected, the chan~e of the 
(ifZ- ( ) ,..,./d-
v'3 I 
"Ti B B cou;_:J.in~ 
constant i::> SJ!1all aven if 't, is orl"l.e:c of 2COO !·.eV. 
Al thou(;h tiLe r.1e.son oaryon couplint.; conc;tant is 
( r C•) 
cuspecteci ./ 7 to C:.iffer conciO.erabl;~- fro1. Sli(3), the 
interactiQn like (:J.'I ) has no. iw;·,ediate ap~lic;:.tion. 
Lastlj•, it shoulc be noted ttat the Yul~a\:a tyr1e 
inter~ction (~.7 ) cunnot te usc~ to fit the KN 
::.c;:.~teri11(.... LL.:.."L .. ~ (iuc:..l;.;s,.~ :~eve. 
u-ciHllL el i...or·n 
' . . . r-
'··L··- •- t c r~,. 
cJ.C •. CI' :i.l~(: 1 ...•.. ::.·ore 
J.l. ... e 
- . ~ ., ~ 
\.•- ... - ... 
.. ' c.u 
~~e correc:onCi~~ 
. . . t. CO~i .:r:u ... ·.:. J.OE 
So the ~.:oC:i:'icatio~: 
ar'.;iculD.r, 
tMoO 
::::. t t:_c :-: .t<· .• 
1 '75. 
Discu.:sior;. 
11. t:oncluf;ion oi'' the \·:or~: p:..·e.::cntcd here, I 
Firr..;t, tl!e im:;,-ol·tu.nce o:f the 11 ec.uivalence 1·el:~tion 11 
of 'che ~:inL. L~i:::.cucsec: :i_n t>.e .::nc: of CL~:t:.ter 4 zl':oulc' 
Le - . -e!ul: llC.C J. ~!.e t~o. 
be po~si~le to l'efon.ulate ti1e ·.:iwlc al~ori tLr.: of 
"chiral laL.,r~.n~.ian Cc,_lcul~1.tion 11 in wrou~ tb.eorcticc:.l 
teru:: avoici_inL' the redUl:C::c:.ncy \·:hich seer.,.s to accoLJ.panJ' 
field. t:neory. '.L'he deri v;__tion of i~-t:. rels.tion and 
2._ ~:roach Le.~· lw.vc intcrc::::tinL; ~.hysical results. 
In connection ~ith thir..; point c~out the non-uniquene~s 
of the choice o:L IJh~'GicL2_ field., the notion of F.C.A.C 
seecs to be a little ruzzlinG• In the current alsebra 
a::;,_,_,rouch, the eli ve.:r·L'ence equation 
s itself i~ the ~ •. actcr of ttefininL' the ri1_;ht ho.nci Gide 
which, O.ue to the ri~ht quantuc nut~erE, has the 
sine,;ulari ty corresiJonciin.__. to cinL;le meson ste.te. I3ut 
·.:hen •.:c stc.u:t ·~o ;ate:. ~ole tcr: .. nctuc.lly 
c.OJ;.in.:-.te::.: ticc .. ;.·.t!'i: cler .. cnt 
t =- (PtA- 't'f fl 
i.e. 
(o< I 'drfi~ If/~ f~F./ /(f '- t) 
tLL rer.triction c:. ti.:e :~l·•;y:..:ic;:.;. 
fort., the rccidue aitl:r the rer.1oval oi meson ·-:.ole 
factors r.;ay be aLoUJJlt.l:. ._,_r_; "sr.woth11 ( 5Z). For the 
cleri vc.1tioit of ALler' G co1u,istency relet ion, l'CAC 
interpret<;( in this \·:o..;,; is e:...seutial. Also, this 
for octo.L~ia;_; ~ h~·~ ic.:-.1 t:L!: •• Jlittllie fro1.~ E;oft r..cson lir.;i t 
\·Jhich can L.c cletcr1.:ineC.. fro: .. curre;1t c.l.:.,eora. 'l'tu.s 
FCAC or the :;ole ci.olllinence ;:,GsuJ •. ption is the r.ioGt 
iJrtportc.nt o.s::v.J;·:.Jtio~: '.!hich enable:.:; current al._.e::ro. 
Echerue to E~'c predictionG. On the other hand, it 
ic ~ifficu:t to r~couui~e the role of FCAC in the 
1?7. 
chiral lagran~ian schellie. The field theoretical 
divergence equation has it~ correspondence in the 
lnsrancian schene so that the first ters of ~iver~ence 
of ~~ial currents discussed in §5 is determined by 
the symr:.etr~c arcument. 
this &lain cannot be considered as nn additional 
assuLption. Hm; in the theor~· in i·ihich i~e have a 
equation of motion, the assertion about the ~articular 
form of the hiGher order tcr~ in the R.H.S above 
certainly cive£ a non trivial restriction. If we 
chanLe the {efinition of the ~hysical field to modify 
the PCAC equation thic \•!ill chc.n;:;e the result of 
calcul~tion of the off-mass shell amplitude. At the 
same ti~e, unlike the current al~ebra, these .<'.&" 0J.J.-fllBSS 
shell mGplitude io not important. The lagransian 
perturbation theory ~ives the on-mass shell amplitude 
directly. Even in the e::an~ple of \·iea},: decay of K 
(2) 
IJesons , the correction terri: to the amplitudes due 
to the redefinition of· the aiupli tulle (i.e. FCAC or 
"non" FCAC) vanishes when all the e2:ternal mesons are 
on mass shell. This is because even the weak or 
electroma&netic interaction is written in terr of 
178. 
c.:.efinite sy1ar.1etric quantities (i.e. vector or axial 
vector currents) and thus independent of the particular 
choice of "physiccll ~:ield 11 • Our feelin 0 is th~t FCAC 
ir.:1 deeply connecteC:. with the orthodo:~ field theoretical 
notion~ ~hich underlin~s the current algebra and ~ives 
the formal expression for the off ~auG shell amplitude 
throu~h L.S.~ techniques. 
Lastly in :ractical calculations like scattering 
len~th, the li~itaticn due to the problem of unitarity 
is strongly felt. Recently the pocsibility of using 
. (GO 61) . 
certain techniques of sur .. LJ.!l[; up ' the perturbatJ.on 
series to calculate the hisher order rescatterinc.:; rroce:;s 
in the laGrangian approach has been suGgested. It 
~ay be that a practicable and convincing prescri~tion 
of "uni tarizing" chiral results \"lill emerge from the 
study of this technique. Eut for the moment, it is 
hard to do anythinc beyond the analysis of the rather 
formal structure of the ~:eery. 
It i::; also );ossible tc, go to an extreme "phenomena-
logical" approach. For instance, \~e ~ay use hit;her 
order cov~riant derivatives disreGardinG all the fiuld 
theoretical difficulties. Cn the other hand, this 
means that we will effectively aban6on hope of extending 
the re:;;triction due to chiral syr:t.:etry beyond \·!hat can 
179. 
be calculated by the "tree ap: roximatil·rl. 
12.0. 
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11 1-ieson and J.:atrices" 
To stud;y the forJ;,al structure of chir.::-cl :.'.<.;.;_;rangian, 
. t . t. . t ( 2) t . . th 1 l.S so1 .. e l.!i.es : .. ore convernen o cons1c.er · e 
"meson il.atr·ices" 
r 
, A" .f = z., A-4 jd 
r#-:: I 
(A .1) 
inste&d of meson fields I:iere (A"') d-~• are the 
~enerntorG of (3) reyreeentation of SU(3) and equal 
to the half of Gell-i-:ann Latrices. 
As has . . b . t" (Z) oeen usea y prcvl.ouE uu nors , I can 
write the chiral inv~riant 1~.grangian in term of h's 
and a>l·rqn·iate traces. Thuf , for instance, 





I would like to Etudy some consequences of the expression 
J.ike (A.2) to ::.hO\·J the use of L r.1atrices. 
lo'irst, let us evaluate the contribution of the n-~·:oint 
contact ter1:. to the n-pnrticle aJ:;pli tude lil~e 
aa " .. 




the corre:.;pondint.:, ar.,pli tude can be obtainet'l. ir.1: .ediately. 
This is 
r = 
i x---( tt-s)\ s~ 
·= 
where 
Thus T has the form 
I -= 2 -,;.fA.., .... ~4 .. ) )((~ ... - .. -fq,.J (A.3) 
~,~;;f.4a· Af .. ) 
\>/here 2 means the su1;. over the clacs of cyclic 
t" ... """) 
pern,utc..tions. )< is of course invc..riant under the 
'186. 
C;)'Clic 1-er!:.ut<..'.tion of (a1 •••• an). !-;ore cenerally 
the ~in~le vertex like (iiG· 2) can 1e stuck together 
to form an arbitrarly tree braph like 
Each internal line iz reprecented by the free 
1_:>ropa~:,;ator frm ... the fo.c tor lil:.::e 
In CQGC the eight • .. esono c orres1;ond inc to ( 'i.. )Jy~ 
1 
are all debenerate. (SU(3) sylill:1etric), the resultant 
~ropabator with internal momentum q is proportional to 
\olhere SU(3) invariant mass 
should be a ded. Becauce of the fori~. of SU(3) factor 
in the propac;a tor above, stic1·:inL t\'10 vertece::. J..iJ:e 
Give the overall factor 
'I 2 T-t (}q, ... ~'i-1) Vl ( ~G( 1. -.. ~ ) (A.4·) 
o( ·.:..I 
:;o\·! it ir; VJell Lnown that sun.s lil-;:e this can Le 
transi'oroed usine;; the cor::~.letenesE relation of -matrices. 
rr 2.. ·t { ~. -· ·· M• ~") ~ (J.J 4, ··--·h.._) 
d 11.1 
- 21t ( ~ ... ,. ,\"" ·4i -- . A~ ... ) (A.5) 
2 lil.l.Att I ... ~~ .. ) li-t.(>.. - -. .A~- ) 
~ 
'.!.'he sirr.ple trace factor seet!S to be lo::;t. On the 
other hand, SU}';:ose there is n-inth !i.eson With SUJ;:e maGS 
t and \·lhich comes 
a \:ay that the SUI!! 






into the interactint; systei.. in such 
t' 




Then, insteati of (A.L), the overall trace f~ctor of 
two verteces stuck toGether is 
·: 2 "tt ( Ast I . 
'i'hus tLe trace factor 1-1ill t.e recovered. Ir, this 1·:ay, 
any nuLber of verteccs can be stuck to~ether to Live 
auy tree Graph while retaininL the general form of 
(A.j). The Ziintl! meson can 1~c intrccucet: bJ· sir:;rly 
r·el~lacin[:; !. :..atr·iccs b;y 11 nonet I: i.1atrices" 
'rhen 
ct 
M I- E.tk~L - 2C:lt ~) ~'( ~ ~6 
M I c e-llAo~o M 
(A.7) 
If iu a ... su;.,e6. to be chiral scalar, the resultant 
L- (A.')) 
is chiral invariant. 
